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" In this thesis calculations of the ~ibratiunnl spectra 
appropLite to structural models of the elerccnt,)l ;!n\orphous ~3'?:::iconduct:),s 
1>-Ge, a-As and a-Se Hre presented. Simple dynallii cll models, 1:1',' 01 vin£: 
restoring forces for bond length and angle ~arjutjons only, provide 
information O~ the structure-dependance of the vjbrational spectra a nd 
hence on the typical structures of the real mnterials. Calc~lationG 
0re pl'c.3cnted for four-fold coordinated contirluou:, random net',/orK (CR~'i J 
mocels of a-Ge I for a three-fold c08rdinated CRN n10dol of a-As and fOe 
isolated- and interacting-chain models of a-Se. 
In order to obtain a more realistic descripti on of the structure 
and vibr~tional and ~lectronic behaviour of a-Ge, cn lculations of the 
vioratio:1e.l and electronic spectra of a series of ,seven C?J\ r7'Dd81s &:, e: 
pre sented. The results show that the fOT~ of the vibra tional sp e ctru~ 
l· " 
" 
dcternined by the angular di~tortions whereas the form of the 
e] . pctro~ic spectrum is determined by the topo!cgy of the corresponding 
ne t work. The vibrational spectra calculated using the more re~listic 
dY!;. :-:J:\C<11 modc:l for a-Ge are also significantly different to thos(; 
~hta incd previously using simple bond stretching and be~ding forces 
o~]y. 1~e results are discussed in relation to the structure of a-Ge 
a~d a morphous III-V compounds such as a-GaAs l ~he exist e nce of an 
'e xce.ss speci:ic heat' at lOYI temperntures i:1 amo:-phol1s sC~lieonductor;'1 
t~~ applicabi!ity of such calculations to ether systems a nd the 
r:lu~ific;;;. tions of the method fer tl:e calculo.tio:l of i:lfr3- ', E:d n:-,d Kc;:r: a " 
,;})cct ; r..;. Dpp!'opia te to the st.;uctul'al model s . 
Simple fo,ce cO~Etant models, of the type applied t o t he el e ~e ~ta ~ 
--2-
r ~~ po~5ible f e r the observed op t ical phonon ani s oLr opies in t~ e tin 
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CHAP 'I'ER ONE INTRODUCTION 
1.1 MORPHOUS SElHCmmUCTORS 
Amorphous semiconductors are a subset of those materials which are 
dis t inguished from their crystalline counterparts by structural disorder. 
Ollr particular interest in the vibrational, structural and electronic 
properties of elemental amorphous semiconductors is stimulated by their 
r ~ la tive structural and compositional simplicity. They provide a 
c onvenient starting poi~t for a detailed study of disordered solids in 
ge neral. Amorphous germanium (a-Ge) is the prototype amorphous semi-
c ond uctor and, along with a-As and a-Se, forms the main subject matter 
e. 
of this thesis. An excell.nt review of the tetrahedrally bonded amorphous 
s emiconductors, describintS the understanding at the time our work belSan, 
b.a s bee n given by Connell (1975). Vie begin this thesis with an intro-
duction to the properties of a-Ge and our methods of calculating 
vibrational and electronic spectra approB~ate to such disordered solids. 
The st r uctural informa tion obtained from X-ray scatte ring data on 
~ l eme ntal di s ord e red solids is the radial distribution function (RDF), 
t he probability of finding an atom at a given distance from any other. 
The RDF's of sputtered and electrodeposited a-Ge obtained by Shevchik 
a Ld Paul (1972) are shown in Figure 1.1. 'l'he differences betv/een the 
curves arise from the different concentrations of voids in samples 
prepa red by different techniques. For computational purposes, we 
c onsider an idealised fully-annealed amorphous phase in the same way 
t ha t we consider perfect crystals without defects or impurities in 
calculations for the crystalline phase. 
The structure of crystalline Ge (c-Ge) is diamond-cubic, as 
shm1n in Figu.re 1.2. Each atom is covalently bonded to four first 
neighbours Hith all bond angles at 1090 28: Analysis of the RDF's of 
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F'iijure 1 ~ 1 RDF's of sputtered and electrodeposited a-Ge (after 
Shevchik and PRul 1972). 
Fi~ure 1.2 The diamond-cubic s tructure of c-Ge; open and filled 
circles denote atoms on different s ublattices . 





Fi Gure 1.3 Stagcered and eclipsed confieurations of second neighbour 
bonds in four-fold coordinated systems. 
Fi gure 1.1 shows that four-fold coordination is preserved in a-Ge 
(from the area under the first peak) with a neglig~ble distribution 
of bond lengths but an rms bond angle distortion of about 10°. There 
is no peak at the crystalline third neighbour distance. Thus the 
atomic t etrahedra are preserved but interconnected such that the 
relative rotations about the common bonds vary between the staggered 
( di hedral angle ¢=60o ) and eclipsed (¢=Oo) configurations of Figure 1.3. 
Si nce the RDF is a one-dimensional representation of a th ree -dimensional 
structure, the dihedral angle distribution and ring statistics cannot 
be un iquely deduced from it. Temkin ( 1974a) has shown that the presence 
of en:y'-1here between 0.0 and 0.5 fi ve-rnernbel~ed rings per a tom (depending 
on the dihedral angle distribution) can be consistent with the 
experimental RDF. 
In ord e r to establish the typical structure of a-Ge beyond second 
ne i ghbours, b311-aI~ d-stick models have been constructed based on both 
microcrystallites and continuous random networks (CRN's). The debate 
over which best mod els a-Ge has bee n decided infavour of the CRt'i 
pr i cipal ly by the type of argument presented by Connell (1975). He 
c ompared the experimental X-ray diffraction interference function with 
t.ho:3e approp,;Late to both model types i showing the very poor agreement 
ob ta i ned \~i th microcrystalli te medels in comparison to that found 
", i t h CRN' s. 
Polk (1971) was the fir s t to construct a CRN model of n-Ge 
showing that all bonds can be satisfied without incurring a volume-
e dependant elastic strain energy due to bond length and angle distortions. 
Since then many more ha ve been constructed, by hand and by computer, 
~~ corporating varying numbers of 5-,6- and 7-membered rings. One of 
the most interesting is that due to Connell and Temkin (1974) which 
was constructed to model amorphous III-V and II-VI compounds and 
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conta.ins only even-membered rings of bonds . The presence of odd-
ri ngs would lead to the formation of 'wrong bonds' I contrary to the 
experimental data of Shevchik,Tejeda and Cardona (1974) - see Chapter 6. 
Temkin (1974b) has argued that small differences in the RDF's of a-Ge 
and a-GaAs can be interpreted as implying a significant number of 
odd-rings in the former and a negligable number in the latter. These 
ideas will be discussed further in succeeding chapters. 
Having discussed the structure of the prototypical amorphous 
se mi conductor a-Gel we now go on to describe our methods of calculating 
vi brational and electronic s pectra in both ordered and diso:xiered syst ems . 
A t houGh we can no longer conside r phonon frequ e ncies and electron 
I 
nergic s a s functions of wave-vector, the densities of vibrational 
and el ectronic states remain well-defined quantities in disordered 
systems. The airns o'f our work are summarised in the final part of this 
cha pter and n plan of the thesis is outlined. 
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1. 2 VI BRATIONAL CALCULATIONS 
To calculate the normal modes of vibration of an infinite cr ystal 
of ric;id !toms in the harmonic approximation, the interatomic force 
CClstants are obtai ned f rom the se cond derivative of an appropiate 
potent:iw l . Thus if l ,K and C( denote unit cell, basis atom and cartesian 
c oordina te respectively, the force constants are 
cP- v 
(1.2.1a) 
'rh( ~ I self' force constant terms can be calculi') ted from the s um-rule 
(1. 2 .1b) 
whleh is a consequence of in variance of the f orces under a rigid 
l8 t tice translation a nd ensures the existence of three zero-frequency 
modes at zero wave-vector. The equa t ions of motion of the atoms are 
IYlI~ [ (1.2.2) 
\·_'hc r EO m K denotes a tom mass . Considering a solution of wavevec tor k 
lt v; l ~ r; ) = U'"' (K, ~ ) ~ r [l ( ~ . ~ (L) - w (~) t ) ] (1.2.3) 
Wh0~~ x( L) denot ec cel l pos i t ioQ, produces the system of equations 
(1.2.4) 
\-/ h er e the Fourier t ransformed dynamical ma trix ~ is given by 
D ,(KK'· k)= cI. d. ) _ L Po.' r !",l'K' Jex?[c ~. (",(l')- ~Il J) J (1.2.5) 
L' 
Thus the (squared) atomic vibration frequencies for a chosen 
wavevector are the roots of the 3nx3n secular equation 
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where n is the number of basis atoms and I is the unit matrix. The 
eigenvectors of D are the mass-normalised amplitudes of vibration of 
the basis atoms in each ce~of the crystal. A comprehensive discussion 
of this and many other aspects of the lattice dyna mj,cs of crys tals has 
been given by Maradudin, Montrolls Wei ss and Ipatova (1971). 
For c-Ge with a basis of two atoms, such a calcula tion would 
involve the diagonalisation of a 6x6 matrix for each ~-point to obtain 
di s persion curves and, by integration over the FCC Brillouin zone, a 
vibrational spectrumN(w) - see Chapter 2. On the other hand a 
calculation for a CRN with no long-range order would invo],ve a 3nx3n 
mGlt ri x VJh0re n is now the tota.l number of a toms - typically 200-500. 
Cl e', rly the l a ck of periodicity renders the ma chine ry of the reciprocal 
space te chnique inapplicable. 
In the next section we outline how electronic energy level calculat ions 
red uce to the same problem of s olving a secular equation. 
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1 .. 3 TIGHT-BINDING ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE CALClJLATIONS 
'right-bi.nding calculation[; of the electronic structure of semiconductors 
such as o-Ge ha ve proved to be both simple and illustrative (see for 
exa mple Weaire, Thorpe and Heine 1972)M We solve the Schrodinger equation 
/\ 
H'Y' EY 
for the one-ele ctron energy levels E and wavefunctions 10f the solid by 
A 
writing the potential part of the one-electron Hamiltonian operator H 
as the sum of atomic potentials a t the sites r .• For electrons locali sed 
-~ 
near atomic s ites , the wavefunction"lf is well represented by a linear 
c ombinE! tion of atomic orbitals ¢( r . ) (LCAO). For a periodic sy~otem 
-1 
we use Bloch's theorem and write 
wh~ re k is the e lectron wavevector a nd ~ distinguishes orbitals at 
s i te 1. \!Ie make the following approximations which reasonably fol10vl 
for local i sed orbitals; 
ft, The matrix elements 
a r e all ze ro except wh e n k=i or k=j (the two-ce ntre approximation) and 
i g ~d j are near-ne ighbours. 
B. Overlaps between orbi ta ls on different sites Bre negltg~ble and 
orbitaJ s on t he same site are orthogonal i.e. 
c. The ¢ (1') are approximate eigenfunctions of the atomic- like 
a-
8 
H;~milt onian with eigenvalues Eo: 
Thus the eigenenergies E(k) are the roots of the secular equation 
1~e e lements of the Hamiltonian matrix are given by 
H· . (k 1 
cO:, J f --
where the happing integrals are 
.,.:, ,I the 'diagonal elements' are atomic energy levels, i.e. 
'fhe matrix elements are often parameterised but can also be calculated 
fro:n fi rst principles - see Chapter 6 ~ Eecau s e of the extended nature 
(Jf conduction states in semiconductors, the ti ght-binding method gives 
p UG!' rr::3ult s for the m. On the other hand, the more localised valence 
oto~cs Hrc r e produced rather well as shown for a very simple such model 
y ~Jeaire et 81. 
For c-Ge or c-GaAs choosing abasis of bonding orbitals leads to the 
cnns" deration of a 4x4 matrix at each ~-pointi cince there are only four 
such orbitals per unit cell (see Chapter 6). For a eRN however the 
mat rix swells to nx n where n is the number of bonds in the network. The 
cHl cul ~ tion is therefore parallel to that for the vibrational excitations 
of ~~ch a sys tem. Our method of solving this particular eigenvalue 
p)· .)bl ,::m is dealt with in the following section. 
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1 A 'rHE RECURSION METHOD 
In this section we outline how we can calculate the density of 
vibrational (or ele ctronic) scates appropiate to a bulk amorphous solid 
gi ven only the coordinates of a cluster of a few hundred atoms. Lack 
of periodicity means we cannot ma ke use of reciprocal space technique s . 
No~ i s it satisfactory just to calculate the distribution of s tates for 
the whole cluster ; with only 200-500 atoms, most lie on or near the 
s ur f a c e and would therefore ~ive states completely untypical of the 
bulk solid" 
The philosophy of the solution to this dilemma is t.hat the vib ra tional 
beha viour of a n a tom in a syGtem where only short-ranGe interactions 
are i mportant is determined by the loca l envi ronmento It is relatively 
insensitive to the effects of more distant boundary conditions r a s 
ilJ.ustrated by KellY'and Bullett (1 976a) for the electronic ca e . This 
phenomenon is apparent in other areas of solid-state phys ics, perhaps 
most notably the electronic Gtructure of alloys (see Heine and Wenire 
19'70 rind ref'·.:'ence.5 therein)w The vibrational behaviour is expre ssed 
in t,'cms of the loca l density of vibrational states (DOVS) at a chosen 
a t Gn i. e . the density of states of the whole cluster weighted by the 
amp itud c squared of each mode at the atom considered. This quantity 
i s rela t ed to the Gree n function which by it s very nature i s more sensitive 
to the local environment · than di stant boundary cond i tions (see 
I ngle. s field 1972 and Kittel ~<)67). The local DOVS for several sites near 
tl"w centre of the cluster a re a-ve r azed to obtain a DOVS char'a cteri s tic 
of the buJJ{ Golid. The res lJ.lt s presented in subsequent chapte rs chow 
tLl t averages over five and t e n central sites are almost ident ical, 
precluding furthe ~ ave raging. This also provides evidence that our 
r'esults are not determined by special local features of the clusters 
used. 
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The par tial local DOVS p r ojected onto the di s pla c e me nt of a tom i 
in di r ection Q is evaluated from the identity 
1m [ &- . . ( w"+ i. b) ] 
L C( J L. «. (1.4.1) 
whe re G. . de not es the diagonal ma trix eleme nt of the r e solvent 
lCt. ,l.Q 
[ 2 J-1 ope r a tor g- UJ ~ i.e. 
(1.4. 2 ) 
( :., e e He ine and It/eaire 1970). The tota l local DOVS is obtai ne d from 
t he relati on 
h ~ (uJ1 ) - L n.~ 1)(. (w l ) 
0( 
c::-.d t he a ve r a g ed DOVS as a func ti on of freque ncy is 
N [w) -




To eva luate t he ·oartial local DOVS n. (uJ ) of el"1 uation 1.4.1 'lie 
i lQ '1 
e rr.ploy the Re cu s ion method o f Ha yd ockl He ine a nd Ke lly (1972, 1975 ) . 
~ cont inued fraction expansion i s obta ined by the r ecursive definiti on 
o f a ne VI basis of ol'thogonal ve"ctors In] thus, 
b ! 1\. + I} = I\.~ I ) 
"" It h t he i nit ia l condit i ons 10j=\ i Q) , 1-1J=0 , b_ 1=0 ,bO=1. Onc e 
2 in thi;:; t ridiagona l fo r m, G, . (w) is e xpanded ana lytically to 
lQ,lQ 
11 
ob t a in an infinite continued fraction; 
w~ - 0.. 0 (1.4.6) 
The (a ,b ) are eval uated from the orthonormality property of the new 
n n 
ba s is . Computationally, once the blocked, sparse matrix Q is evaluated 
and stored) the calculation is very economical since only three vectors 
r" 
are involved in the ~ecursion algorithm (equation 1.4.5) at any time. 
Ha ving calculated a fin i te number of coefficients, the pi.\rtial 
l oca l DaVS of equation 1.4.1 is evaluated by a numerical method due 
to Ne x (1 975 ) • The (a ,b ) of 1~4.6 also define the power moments of 
n n 
..., 
n. (w~) and the recurrence relation for a set of polynomials orthogonal 
~a 
2 
with respect to n. (w). Hence rig 041r ous bounds on integrals of the 
~a. 
ty pe 
( 5(\') n{\')H' 
-00 
C,\t) be ob t ained by the method of Gaussian Quadrature vlith one node 
\ I \ . 
fi xed at !lOA as shmm by Akhiezer (1965) . If f(X) i s a step function, 
r igoOr ous bounds on the integrated DaVS are obtained. Taking the mean 
of the bounds and d ifferenbiating a nalytically or numerical l y produces 
a i'ilD ooth DaVS with a minimum of' s purious oscillations. Nex' s ~lork has 
al~o provided a numerical technique for performing the sums of 1.4.3 
and 1.4.4. Reca lling that the se t (a ,b ) also defines the power 
n n 
2 
mome nt s of n. (w )~ the method canbe vievled as deriving the moments ] .a 
for each set~ su.mming them and the1converting back to a set r epresenting 
the resultant moments. Note that the final continu.ed fraction has the 
12 
Rame number of levels as each of the original sets. 
Calculatine M levels of the continued fraction corresponds to 
evaluating the effect of M successive nei~hbour environments on the 
behaviour of the chosen atom (H.'1ydock et £11 1972). Since a finite 
cl uster de f ines a limited number of such e nvironments , we might expect 
pur ious cluste r-size effects in our results for large M, depending 
on the size of cluster used. This phenomenon is observed in our results, 
s o ea ch application of the method is cosidered on its own merits in the 
foll ow i ng chapters. In general, results obtained for l a rger M values 
in a g i ven cluster reveal greater re s olution of spectral features. Free -
a t om bounda ry conditions are used in all applications. 
Note that the whole of the above argument applies to electronic 
st r ucture calculations by virtue of the equivalence of the vibra tion~l 
and e lectronic se cular equations 1.2.6 and 1. 3. ) . The suitability of 
the Recursion me thed for t hese two problems hinges on the overriding 
i mporta nc e of short-range inter::lctions in determininG the vibrational 
Clnd e l ectronic behaviour in crystalline and amorphous semiconductors. 
or 
Tn :.'>ucceeding chapters the tt~c ursion method is used to ca lcula te 
v' brat iona l and electronic spectra a pprowate to disordered solids~ In 
,-11 1 Ci.J ~; C[:~ the computation ha s the same fundamen tal form, a flow-chart 
of,;ll i cit i s p:-eE,e nted in Appendix 1.4~ The computation times involved 
a ~e pr oportional to the s ize of cluster, the number of part i al densities 
cn lcul ~ Le d and the length of the continued fraction expansions. 
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1.5 PLAN OF THESIS 
Having presented a background to the subject matter of this thesis , 
we now outline the aims of our work. 
In general we wanted to evaluate the effects of structural disorder 
on the vibrational behaviour of elemental amorphous semiconductors by 
the consideration of simple dynamical models. This motivated the work 
presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, \oJhich deal \o,i th a-Ge, a-As and a-Se 
respectively. More specifically, we worked towards a definitive 
description of the behaviour of a-Ge using a very realistic dynamical 
mode 1. The results indicate hoy' the structure and vibrational and 
electronic properties are linked. Chapters 5 and 6 respectively deal 
with the vibrational and electronic properties of a-Ge within very 
realistic frameworks. 
Throughout our work we have tried to interpret as much experimental 
data as possible. Chapter 7 shows how ~applying a simple dynamical 
model of the type used for the amorphous semiconductors to the layer 
compounds SnS2 and SnSe2 we can deduce which interatomic forces are 
chiefJ_y responsible for the experimentally observed anisotropies in the 
optical l y-active zone-centre modes of these crystals. 
Finally, in Chapter 8 we review the successes and failures of our 
approach and suggest areas for further study. 
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CHAPTER TV/O AMORPHOUS GERMANIUM 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this chapter is to present the results of calculations 
of the vibrationa l spectra of three eRN models of a-Ge using the simplest 
dynamical model that gives a reasonable description of the phonon 
d i s -gers i on in c-Ge . 'lThe results show ho\" the DOVS are modified by both 
topoloei cal disorder and bond-angle distortions. Interpreting them in 
the light of available experimental data provides information on the 
ctructural characteristics of a-Ge and a-GaAs. 
Previous theoretical work by Weaira and Alben (1972) has established 
that the experimentally observed similarity of the DOVS for a-Ge and 
c-Ge arises from the preservation of short-range order in the amophous 
phas e . No direct measurement of the full spectrum has yet been reported, 
however indirect measurements of the DOVS of both a-Si and a-Ge, such 
a s R:. rna n and infra-red (rR) spectroscopy, reveal three features at. 
fr ·que ncies corresponding to the transverse acoustic ( TA )I longitudinal 
acou s tic and optic (LA+LO) and transverse optic (TO) regions of the 
cry~ta lJine spectra (for a review see Alben,Weaire,Smith and Brodsky 
19,/5 ). erne R;;;man and IR dB ta for a-Si and a-Ge I:lre shOlo/D in Figure 2.1 
v:}u"re they are compared with broadened crystnlline spectra to illustrate 
the s imilarity. v/eaire and Alben considered the DOVS of a tetrahedrally 
coor d i nated homopola r solid of atom mass m with a nearest neighbour bond 
::: tr'etching force a only. 2 They showed that new ) consists of S -functions 
at :-;ero arid (8a/m) and a band betwee n thE':m g iven by a tight·-bindine 
( l ~ c~ronic s-state Hamiltonian, as illutrated in Figure 2.2b. Only 
t ht~ la t te r part de pends on the ring statistics of the system. Each 
feat ur e contains one state per atom, the 6-functions corresponding to 
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Fi:~ure 2.1 ExpcrJme nta l I R and R\man s pect r a of a -Si and a-Ge (a ft e r 
Al ben (' t a l 19'7 ')) . ~n e;:J ch cns €' the cxper imenta l curves 
a r c c ompo.red with b r oad ened crystalline phonon spectra to 
i l l us t rate th e s imila ri t i es . 
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br Diiden the upper b -function only; includin~ bond - bending for cf) s troacle ns 
bot h , the lower moving to higher frequency, as shown in Figure 2.2c. 
T see how th e lower 6-function remains in the absence of perfect 
tetrahedral coordination, note that demanding bond lengths to be constant 
(giving a zero-frequency mode) places 2N constraints (there are tvlO 
bonds per atom) on 3N degrees of fre edom; thus thern are al~ays 3N-2N=N 
such modes i .e. one per atom. \J,e \"ould expect the upper b-function to 
be broadened by angular disto r tions since the forces acting on each 
at om due to its nearest neighbours will have varyi ng orientations in a 
eRN \.h p reas they are ahlo.ys parallel in a perfect cI'ystal~ From We aire 
I1d Alhmt work~ therefore, Ide expect angular distortions to broaden the 
TO f ea ture of c-Ge and the effects of topological disorder to be evident 
i .l1 t he LA+LO region, by virtue of its correspondence to the elect r onic 
s -br\ lld. 
The CPJ'I models used in the calculations all give good agreement 
with the experimental RDF of a-Gee Some relevant structural characteristics 
ar ~;umma rised in 'l'able 2~ 1; The mod els ar e as follOloI S. 
A. The 'Steinhardt' model (Steinhard t, AJben and Wea ire 1974) contains 
bo t h odd- a nd even-membered rings of bonds and ha s been enere;y relaXed 
to mi ni mise the ela stic stra i n in di s torted bond lengths and angles~ 
using Keating's (,1966) strain ene r gy expression. 
B. Ti e 'Connell-Temkin' model (Connell and Temki n 1974), containin~ 
on] y even rin:;ri j vms constructed to simula t e a plausible s tructure of 
<: rr:crph ou s I II-V and II-VI compound s , as discuSSEd in Section 1.1~ This 
mod01 i~ not enerGY relaxed but the bond lengths are all constrained to 
lie wi t hin l' mi ts a ppropiate to a-Ge. 
C. 'L'he 'Polk' mod e l (Duffy. Boud reaux and Polk 1974) has very similar 
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Since only these three CRN ' s ",' e re a vailable to us at the time of 
th i ~ in vestigat ion , we a l so p rformcd calculations for clusters of 27 
unit c e l ls of the Bc- 8 and sri'- 12 high preGsl! re crystalline fonnG o f Si 
and Ge . The detailerl structures of these phases arc discussed by 
~l spe . a n~ Ri chards (1964) . We note only that they posses long- range 
o J e l', c ontaining 16 and 12 atoms per unit cell respectively , yet both 
d i~pl o y bo ~d length and angle distortions . S ince the Bc-8 structure 
co n t a i . s only even rings and the ST- 12 structu re cont8im; both odd and 
f' v<.'n ri ·~ [~ S, the y pre sen t a convenient ' half-way house ' between c - Ge 
and a-Ge and t here fore aid our under s tanding of how structural 
p rnper t ics affe ct the form of the DOVS~ 
We note at this point the correspondence between this work and 
t hR: r~ po r t ed by Kelly and Bullett (1976a) and by Kelly (1975) on the 
elf.' ··t r o ni c vrtl e nce hand structure of a - Si (sec also Chapter 6) . The' 
nlc' ·;.fl Go nc lus ion of theil~ ",ork is t hat the form of th ~: elect r onic 
spec t r um i s d ete r mi lwd urincipa lly by the topological s t ucturc. In 
on t r:lst t our DOVS results shm" depe nd~nce or; bolh ane;ular distortions 
&nd t opol o~i cal disorder . 
I I th8 ne xt sect.ion we der :i. V (:~ the phonon dispccsion and DOVS for 
C-G0 by b o th the rec~procal space and Recursion methods . After comparing 
t hc 1' (>6 U 1 ts of the bJO approaches, 'tie go on to consider the results of 
o r eRN calculat.ions and the structure of a - Ge e 
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202 CRYSTALLINE GEHHANIUM 
The simplest rigid- ion force cons tan t model which describes the 
princi pa l features of the phonon dispe rsion in c-Ge is tha t originally 
due to Barn (1914). This model includes central a nd non-central inter-
act io I be tween neares t neighbour atoms only and has been widely used 
in the study of vibrations in a-Ge (see f or example Thorpe 1973, 1974, 
I br;:rJ et 8.1 1975, Chen, Ve telino and Mi tra 1975 and B c rna n and Alben 
197'7). 
The pote ntial between atoms i and j is written as 
wh ,~ re u., u. ar'e the displacements of i, j and r .. is a unit vector 
-1 -J -lJ 
connecti ng them. Proceeding ,').s des e ibed in Section 1.2, the force 
cons t an t tensor for two atoms on the x- axi s is 
-(cX-t-2~) 0 0 
(b 
". /Q O = 
0 -(cA-f3 ) 0 (2,. 2 .2) 
0 0 -(o<-p) 
ill u~t ratin~ that t h central forc e consta nt is (a+2~) and the non-
c ertra l one is (a-~). Following Cochran (1966), we derive the dynamical 
m t ri x f or uni t mass, Q; 
.1+ c, 0 0 - 4« P Lrf3G!. 4- (3 r:'-
0 4·0;. 0 4pa. -4-rJ. (J 4-(35 
0 0 4- e:J.. 4-~ f\ 4-~5 - 4-o-! P (2.2.3) D - - --
~- cI... 0 0 
Lompte.x 
LOrtJ LA 'Ju.t-e 0 4-""- 0 
0 0 Lr 0( 
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whe re p= C~L Cd Ci'c + ~x ~d <;;!- S ' < S~f"I. (kxCL) 
Q ~ S YC Sa eli- • ex Cd ~2: C">L Co S (h x LL ) ttc 
() ;:: S.x Cd SeT C",S:,L t 0-
C 
.:; ~ c,><. 5] SecT L S"L Co C~ 
Solvj.ng t he s eculF.l)- equation for ~= (ktO , O) gives the dispersion re l ations 
for tra nsverse modes (each doubly-degenerate) and 
(2 . 2 .. ~b) 
f or longit udinal modes (each singly-degenerate) . For zero non-central 
f orce s a=p and equa tion 2.2.4a becomes 
i . c, M 2 flat bands ~t w =0 and Ba , as shown by Weaire and Alben . Fjp;ure 
2 .. ? shol-Is the FCC Brillouin zone and the dispersion curves and DOVS for 
thf> Ci:l5e E. of o. = ~ L eo central forces only and [3/o. =j /4 \\'hich lies in the 
ra1ge of vu ~ ues appropiate to c - Ge . The DOVS were obtained by integration 
ov e r the- zone by the method of Gilat and Raubenheimer (1966) . The 
dirlt~ Ginn curves and DOVS for 13/0'.=3/4 reproduce the general beha viour 
found in ex pe rimpn ts on c - Ge - see Chapter 5. 
We now c ons ider a comparison of the se r esults with those of the 
R(~ cu!' ~;i on method . The input to thi 5 cal culation is a set of cluster 
c oord inate s from which the dynamical matrix is deri.ved. The force 
c ons tant tensor ~ __ for a "iven nair of atoms i s given by the unitary ~)-J L> • 
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Figure 2.2 a) The FCC Brillouin zone . 
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whp r e ~oois given by 2.2.2 and B rotates the vector (1,0,0) to an 
orientation parallel to the interatomic unit vector r .. of th~ eRN. 
--l.J 
T hll "' 1 variat ions in the force constantf; due to bond le ng th and ang le 
variations are omitted but the characteristic connectivi t y and imperf ect 
tetrahedral coordination of the clusr.er are included. vIe continue to 
wo~k wi th in the harmonic approximation. 
Figllr 2. ,3 shows the re s ults of the calculCl.tion for i1 34L~-R.tom 
c1u~; ter of the diamond-·cubic sL ,"uctu:ce with ~/a::3/4, for different 
l 01 1~t hs of the continued fraction expans ion. As expected, the resolution 
in c reases with t he number of levels, until a t 20 all important f ea tures 
~l ' e ad 0qua t e ly resolved (s e8 the comparison plot of Figure 2.6). We 
hf': ,i tate to incr eE.ls e the numbe r of levels further s).nee WP. have already 
i nr lude d environments of th ~ central atoms well outside the 344-atom 
cJ IU; :.0 r . Fun.her' ca...~culation \>1111 produc e spul'iou.s peak.s in the Sp0c trum 
( r-. " x, Private communication). The a greement of Figure 2.6 is very good 
r ~ ~ r pt in the r egion of criti c~ l points, as nxnectcd from the use of 
:> ' le ll a sl1Rll cluster. This re s u'Lt stresses the importa nce of the local 
en;) f'O ~lmC' n t in det er mining the form of the DOVS. The ae;C'eement could of 
cm'r:l e be improve d by the use of ,':\ 1 '3!"I:';f' r clus t;~ r~ but the present size 
...... a :·; ch oc.; en to facilitate compa rison vlith the CRl~ results. 
5 LEVELS 10LE VELS 
o o 
[15 LEVELS 20LEVELS 
o 1/0 j 
F R E OUENCY (W/(JJmax ) 
Figure 2.3 'libra tior-al spectra for a 344-atom diamond-cubic structure cluster calculated using the 
Recursion meth~: the differe~t plots illustrate the increased resolution obtained with 
more levels of the continued fraction expansion. I\) \..N 
" . 
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? 3 RECC1S I ON RES LTL'rS 
As a prE-1 ude to presenting the results fOl' the case of (3/a=3/4. 
'tIe c o s j der the DOVS in the limit of central forces only . rrhe s e are 
E;}lown i n Figur e 2.4 for the three CRN's of Table 2 0 1, \·rhere the zero-
freque nc y 6-func tions have been omitted. The frequency scale is in 
ur1i t. ~; of the maximum crystalline frequency. Each spectrum has been 
calcu l ated to 20 levels of the continued fraction, averaged over 10 
C l}tl 1:. T, 1 sites of the network. These results illustrate the differences 
Bris in~ from structural variations in the manner predicted by Weaire and 
I ben. 
Th0 retention (and even widening) of the dip in the LA+LO-like 
!'cc:ion of the Connell-Temkin model re s ul t min'ors the effect found by 
K"lly (1 <)75) and Alben, von Heimendahl, Galison and Long (1975) in their 
e[llculat "i. ons of the s -band electronic structure for this CRN. The dip 
fc~ an even-rinGed structure arises from the s ymme try of the eigenvalues 
of t he s-stBte Ha milt onian for an isolated ring about a centra l value 
of e nc .gy (or f eq uency squa red), as discus s ed originally by Joannopoulos 
oDd C he n (1973). The eigenva lues are 
-2h.C05 ( 2'N~n ) n.. = 0) 1, ... ) tJ- '/ 
wh~ re h is the nearest-neighbour s -state hopp~~~ integral. Interactions 
b p.b/l: ' ~n s uch r:i.ncs st :: h . ~j in th e bulk produce broadening but the minimum 
is re La ined. If odd-ri n~s are pres. nt, the eigenvalue distribution is 
not sp1 ~ t in thi s wa y and the dip is significantly (but not totally) 
f il led in, as s een for the St e i nh a rdt a nd Polk models. 
Th~ broad e ning of the TO-lik(~ f ea t.urc is g r aa ter for the Connell-
Temki n model than either the Steinha rdt or Polk. eRN's by virtue of its 
la rec r rms bond angle distortion. Thi s is s t ressed by the bond angle 
riguI'~ 2. 4> 
A) 













DOVS for the CRilJ' , s of Table 2.1 calculated with central forces 
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BOND ANGLE DISTORTION (DEGREES) 
Bo~d angle distortion histo~raffis for the Steinhardt ~nd 
Conne ll-T2mkin mod e ls . 
di s tort i on hi s t ograms of Figure 2.5. Note that the difference s between 
th,: Ste inha rd t and Polk model D,,)VS are undoubtcdly due to the cliffE'rent 
si ~ e s of the models since they are very similar in other respects (see 
TA b le 2.1). For a given number of l e vels of the continued fraction 
e xpans i on, there are bound to be different degree s of convergence for 
c l us te rs of very different sizes. 
Cm1sid er nO\oI the DOVS for the case of ~/CI.=3/4- shown in r :;:,tlce 2.6~ 
The rC i';ults for c-Ge calculated by both Recursion method and Brillouin 
zone i n t elration (the broken line) are repeated for compArison with those 
f o y ' t he Bc-8 and ST-12 structures and the Steinhardt, Connen ,Temkin 
-'Inti Polk CRN's. The BC-8 and ST-12 results al~e averae;cs over the unit 
ce l ls \<Ihereas the CRN spectra are a\U"'ages over 10 central sites; aver8~es 
over 5 and 10 sites were indistinguisha ble for each of the eRN's. All 
s pe ct ra are calculated from 20 l evels of t he continued fraction expa n-
" i on. 
Each of the CRN spectra reveal the sa me ba sic di5tribution of modes 
cs t he crys talli ne spect r um, as a r esult of t he similar s hort-range 
orde r. 'l'hey d o h.owever· differ in detail in \<lDyS refle ctin~ their 
[;t !'llcLuca l d i ffere nces. The Bc-8 and ST-12 results display ::3ho.rp fea ture s 
nrL~ing f r om long-range order, which arc typ ' ca l of crystalline vibra tional 
['; peCi !'il. They are how e ver use ful in interpreting the eRN re sults, as 
sh own below. 
Str ictly) th e LA+LO- like regions of the spectra can no longer be 
d iSCUG~ pd in terms of the Wea i re - Al ben resul t. The sharp LA a nd LO 
f~a..t ures of th e: crys tall ir,e DOVS a re \·/ashf:d oU.t by di s order but a s mall 
LA+LO-like dip can. still be dete cted in the Stei nhClrdt and Polk model 
rc s ultso The TA-like and TO- like r eeions of the spectra are the most 
i nte r e s t ing areas of the CRN re.su l tso 
The TA-like peaks of the Bc-8 a nd Connel l-Temkin results are 
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Fir:::ure 2.6 DQVS for the diamond-cubic v Bc-8 and ST··12 forms of Ge and the 
CRN's of Table 2.1 calculated us ing the Recursion met.hod; the 
diamond-cubic result is c ompared with that from Brillouin zone 
integration (the broken line). 
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nnti c eA ly symmp tric wher~a s the Ste inhardt, Polk and ST-12 sp~ctra 
clj ' _pi flY hl' oad'?." <L:;ymme t ric s uch pea k" . Thus the TA-li k peale ,shape 
gives a c l ear di st inction betw ee n models with only even rings and those 
c n~taining both odd and eve n rings. TIle crystalline TA peak is broad 
and fla t due tOV~l Have singula ritie s ar ising from the X and L po i nts 
of the FCC zone. On introducing disorder but retaining only even rings, 
t, he peak be comes symmetric, whe reas also including odd rings in the 
st!:'ucture restores some asymmetry. 
The s tructures containing odd-rings of bonds dis pla y TO-like peaks 
~ 
with compi'l.ratively steep high fr;,qu ency edges . The TO-like peak of · the 
Corl , ell-TeF..kin model result does not reveal this behaviour; it doe s 
.~c ver pea k a t a l ower f requency than in the Steinhardt or Pol k results 
dn a i - broad enough to envelope the crystalline zone-c e ntre mode 
f' (;qu __ 'l ey. This observation of a stee per high-frequency side t o the 
TC -liK '~ peak of t he IA!JVS for s ystems "'/ith larger concentrat ions of cdd 
ri :l [';S is c o~'rob orated by Thorpe ' s (1 974) r esults for i sol ated 5- and 
6-:1cmbcred rings , obtained using a self-cons istent clu s ter calculation. 
Our ~esul ts are a lso in good agre ement with those of Beeman and Alben 
( 19'77 ). 
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2. 4 STRUCTURAL INTERPRETATIONS 
The experimental Raman and IR spectra of a-Si and a-Ge shm-ln in 
FiCure 2.1 are now tentatively interpreted in the light of the results 
of our DOVS calculations . Our conclusions regarding the typical structure s 
of a - Ge and a-GaAs are in genera l agreement with those reached by other 
me thods. The Rrlman and IR spe c tra of disordered solids are related to 
the DeNS via frcq Ui?ncy-depend~nt matrix elements (see Section 5.4 and 
Alb~ n at al 1975) rlod the situHtion is further complicAted by the 
i. rJ~ vitable var ic tions in fO Tce con"i:ants in the real materiHID. Ne ver-
t }I ~ 10 5S , it appea rs that mea ~ ingful comparisons can still be made. In 
[,;f'[\(.'l ' a l, Ram<ol rl s pectra are less ccmpJ::_cated by matrix element effects 
th ~~ I R s pectra but both indicate that the TA - like features are asymmetric 
a rId t he TO-IHce features peE1k at about 9Cf}~ of the zone-centre frequency 
but aJ~3o e n e lope that frequen cy in a-Si and a-Ge. 
Th~ r e s ul ts of Figure 2.6 there fore sugge st that a -Ge contains 
odd-mem be r ed rings but fewer in number than the Polk or Steinha r dt models, 
with an rms bond anele distortion of 10° or more. The concentration of 
od(1 - w-mb ,,?~oed ringe) l'iould have to be reduced not only to ensure a l ar'gec 
6 0nd a ngle distortion but also to co t r ibute to the absence of a steep 
l:1i gh-frcquency side to the TO-like peak. 
Th8;;e conc lusions are in ge neral agreeme nt with those derived from 
bot h structural and electronic considerations. Connell anrt Temkin (1974) 
for e XLlr.1pl , c laimed that a linear combination of the RDF's of theirs 
dnd the Polk model ~/ould fit the experimental RDF better than either 
mod e l alone. Kelly and Bull e tt (1976a) also claim that the topological 
structure of a-Ge is that of the Polk model but with fewer odd rings 
(s~e Chapter 6). The rms bond anGle distor tion of about 100 is also 
consistent \;lith the RDF ana lysis of Shevchik and Paul (1972). 
Since U c::' shape of the TA-like features of the calculated Sp0ctra 
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c l ::ar ly dist inc;ui [;[' ;:; truc tures I·/ith a nd vlithout odd ri nes , it i s 
i r t e resting to compare the da ta fo r a -Ge with the Ra man s pectrum of a - Ga As 
p ~e s nted by 1 a nnin (1974) . The TA- ljke feature of the a - Ga As result 
i s :-;ymrne L ' i c a nd the TO- l ike pea k nppears to he broade r tha n the corres -
po ~d i :lg .fee. ture of the a - Ge Rama n s pectr um. We the refore t e ntn ti vely 
5UGG s t tha t n-GaAs conta ins very f e w odd - membe r ed rings which i s 
c O~ r ist 0 nt with the valence ba nd photoemission r esul t s of Sh evchik et al 
(1 9'74)., 
2. 5 DISCUSSION 
'rhe result s presented above illJ~tra.te the usefullne s of our apprcach 
f or the calcula tion of vi bra tional spectra a ppronia te to structural 
mo e l s of disordered solids. The applicability of the method is tested 
f urther in subsequent chapters using different structural and dynamical 
rn odels~ As pointed out in Section 2.3, however~ there is some dan[';er 
in comparing the spe ctra calcu].ated to the same accura cy usine clusters 
of very different sizes. In all subsequent applications therefore 
clusters of very similar sizes have been considered. 
Sinc e no force constant va.riations were included in our calculations 
and eood general agreement with the available experimental da ta was 
obt - i ned, it appears that such effects are sma ll in a-Ge. We might 
e 'peet this since the nearest neighbour central force dominate s the 
dyna mi cs a nd bond lengths are 0ffectively unchanged in the amorphous 
ph pse. Angular distortions j however, can be significant s o it s e ems 
t h3 t force constants which are not expected to vary g reatly in magnitude 
mus t be chosen if we wish to continue with this approach. This is to be 
pr r fe r red becaus e of the difficulties of developing a simple yet physical 
rnr: t h ,}c) of estimating force constants as functions of bond len5ths etc. 
I t a1 so [i.ppea rs that; R.nhRrrnonic effects a re not of grca. t importance in 
a-Ge. The validity of our apprOach i s tested further j.n the following 
cha p te~s on a-As and a-Se. 
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CHAPTER THREE AMORPHOUS ARSENIC 
3.1 ~NTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the results of calculations of the vibrational spectra 
of a single layer of the rhombohedral crystalline As structure and a 
three-fold coordinated CRN model of the structure of a-As are presented. 
In this case bond stretching and bending forces as defined by Keating 
(1966) are used. Comparing the two spectra stresses that the three-
dimensional CRN is based on the buckling of a single two-dimensional layer 
of pyramidally-bonded atoms. Comparing the network result with experimental 
data for a-As suggests that it is a good model of the typical structure of 
a-As in all but some topological aspects. 
As for a-Ge, the typical structure of a-As beyond second neighbours 
is not yet known with certainty. In a-Ge this would be specified by the 
dihedral angle distribution, but in a-As as in a-Se ) the situation is 
further complicated by the existence of two types of near-neighbours in 
the corresponding crystalline phase - see Figure 3.1a. The unit cell 
of rhombohedral As can be viewed as a distorted cube; in addition to three 
first neighbours in the same layer, each atom has three second neighbours 
if: the adjacent layer, as sho\>/n in Figure 3.1. The RDF of a-As, as 
mea~ured by Krebs and Steffen (1964), reveals a first neighbour distance 
nnrl. coordination number unchanged from that of the crystal but a drastic 
rr' r1 UC tion in the number of second neighbourG. The chilngcs are cOnf5istent 
',·,rLth ;:1 ]C)i3S of lnter-layer correlations and an rml3 bond anGle deviation 
of about 100 • Further evidence in line with this interpretation is 
~0vealed in the optical properties of the two phases. Rhombohedral As 
i. eo the angle between second neighbour bonds when projected onto a 
plane perpendicular to their common first neighbour bond. 
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is semi-metallic whereas a-As is a semiconductor with a gap of about 
1 .2 eV j indicating a lower coordination in the amorphous form. A 
detailed discussion of these and other properties of a-As has been given 
by Greaves (1975). 
On the basis of the experimental data, Greaves and Davis (1974) 
modelled the structure of a-As with a 533-atom three-fold coordinated 
eRN v4ith an rms bond angle distortion from the crystalline value of 97.20 
of about 100 • The model can be viewed as a buckled single layer of 
rhombohedral As (see Figure 3.1b), the inter-layer bonds being neglected 
apart from ensuring that non-bonded neighbours are not unrealistically 
close. During construction the dihedral angles vlere allowed to vary 
without restriction to achieve complete connectivity. As a result, 
although all interior atoms are fully coordinated, the topology of the model 
i s characterised by cavern-like voids and atoms connected into a large 
va rie ty of odd and even membered rings. The experimentally obser'/ed 
de w3ity deficit of about 1e'1o compared to the rhombohedral form is well 
r (:p r'oduccd by the model which [i ves good agreement vii th the E:xpcrimp.nta 1 
RDF. Elliot and Davis (1976) have recently improved the RDF agreement by 
energy relaxntion of the eRN using the same energy expression used for 
the vibrational calculations presented below - see Keating (1966). 
We a re fortunate in having the experimentally determined one-phonon 
density of states for a-As) deduced from their inelastic neutron 
scattering data by Leadbetter, Smith and Seyfert (1976). The spectrum 
is shown in Figure 3.2. The Raman and IR spectra of a-As have been measured 
by Lannin (1976) and Lucovsky and Knights (1975) respectively. Lucovsky 
(lnd Knj ch t s :::;tw\'icd that the general form of the OOVS can be obtained 
by broadening the normal mode spectrum of a pyramidal AS4 molecule, 
calculated using bond stretching and bending force constants. Their 
argument illustrates the division into regions of bond bending (low 
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FiGure 3.1 a) The near-neighbour environment in rhombohedral As. 
b) The structure of D single layer of rhombohedral As. 
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Fic;ure 3.2 Exper.imental density of vibrational states of a-As 
(after Leadbetter et a1 1976). 
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f r equency) and stretching (high frequency) motions seen in Figure 3.2 
and supports the modelling approach of Greaves and Davis. As for a-Si 
and a-Ge, the R:J.man and IR spectra of a-As appear to be related to the 
DOVS by smoothly varying matrix elements. 
Comparisons of the results of electronic structure calculations 
Vlith X-ray and ultraviolet photoelectron spectra (XPS/UPS) have already 
provided information on the structure of a-As. Robertson (1975b) has 
interpreted the filling of the dip in the valence s-states on going from 
rhombohedral to amorphous As as evidence for odd membered rings in the 
o Since the bond angles are close to 90 we expect litt l e s-p 
hyb-cidisation so the consideration of pure s-states is valid. Thus in the 
~ingle-layer approximation we expect the isolated ring states argument of 
Section 2.3 to apply_ Kelly and Bullett (1976b) have reproduced the 
!\l.mlitative differences between the crystalline and amorphous XPS data 
ll<i i ng the Greaves-Davis CRN and Slater-Koster (1954) hopping integrals 
calculated from first principles~ They interpret the differences as 
~ri sjnc from the removal of inter-layer bonding giving a local two-
dimensional character to the a-As electron density of states. 
In the next section we describe our calculations and present our 
results) which are subsequently discussed in respect of the structure 
of a-.fl.s. 
~ .2 CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS 
FollO\"in~ Keating, the ·potential energy of the solid under elastic 
deformation is written 
(3.2.1) 
wher ' , ~li is a unit vector between atoms 1 and i, ~l is the displacement 
of 1 and the summations are over all atoms 1 and their nearest ne ighbour s 
i and j . Note that a and a are not the same quantities as defined in 
ChRpter 1, they are bond stretching and hending force constants defined 
in a manner ensuring their translational and rotational invariance. 
Proceeding as usual the force constant tensors are 
(3.2. 2a) 
for first neighbours A, Band 
(3.2.2b) 
f or second neighbou r s A,BN. Here !AB=(XAB , YAB , ZAB) where A and Bare 
f jrct neighbours and AN and BN denote their other first neighbours 
r ospectively . Note that this scheme results in each atom interacting 




A singl~ layer of the rhombohedral As structure constitutes a planar 
he:{agonal lattice Vlith two atoms per primitive cell, as shown in Figure 




e is the pyramidal bond angle (97.2 0 in the crystal layer) and the 






The se geneY's te the Brillouin zone shown in Figure 3M3b. The {)x6 
dy namical matrix deduced from the structure and equations 3.2.2 as 
outlined in Section 1.216 listed in Appendix 3.2. 
The DOVS histogram calculated by sflmpling 2600 uniformly distributed 
points in the irreducible zone bounded by the path r-M-K-r is shown in 
Fi ~ll e 3.4 (the first frame). The ratio of force constants in ~/0'.:=1, 
wh ~ ch lies in the range of values appropiate to this simplified model. 
The e ene ra] form of the spectrum derives from the two-dimen s ional 
c hara cter of the system, the division into equally weighted bands of 
a c ous tic and optic modes being obvious. 
The dynamical matrix used in the Recursion calculation for a given 
set of coordinates is constructed using equatiQ1s 3.2.2. For a cluster 
with bond length and angle distortion~unchanging force constants are 
0) 
g, 
ky b) r:: 2TT ( 0) 0 ) ~\ A 
Lkx K::. 2..T1 (i ) 0) A r 
M= 2..0' (-~,~ ) A '-r t.,-J 3 
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Figure 3.3 a) The hexagonal lattice of a single layer of rhombohedral 
As ; The basi s atoms are marked 1 and 2. 
b) The corresponding Brillouin zone; the jrreducible 1/12th 
of the zone is bounded by the pa th r-K-M-r. 
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aSGumed. The result of the method applied to a 496-atom cluster of the 
si ~gle layer structure (Figure 3.1b) is shown in Figure 3.4 for 
cor(lpRrison \oJith the histogram result. The number of levels of the 
continued fraction is 15. This was found to give adequate resolution 
of the bending and stretching mode bands and the gap between them. 
'rhe DOVS appr0rhia te to the Greaves-Davis CRN are also shown in 
Figure 3.4 for averages over one, five and ten central sites of the network. 
TIle differences between the averages for five and ten sites are small 
but still noticeably greater than those obtained for the eRN models 
discussed in Chapter 2. We attribute this to the greater variation in 
local environment in the more cavernous three-fold coordinated CRN. The 
overall distribution of modes in the ten-site average is in good agreement 
wit h the experimental DOVS of Figure 3.2. Vie note the following points; 
1. The lo\'/er frequency band has been reshaped towards the hlin-peaked 
f or m of Figure 3.2. 
2. The band gap has been filled with states mainly derived from the 
mIl ch-broadened upper band; the ratio of peak heights is now very similar 
to t ha t of the experimental data. 
3. The upper band displays a significantly steeper high-frequency edge 
than the corresponding feature of the experimental result. 
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Figure 3.4 Vibrational spe~tra for a single layer of rhombohedral As 
and the Greaves-Davis eRN model of a-As cillculated using the 
Recursion method; the histogram is the reciprocal space result 
fo r the s ingle layer which has a different normalisation for 
clarity . 
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An important feature of the results of Figure 3.4 is an illustration 
of the way in which the space-filling Greaves-Davis CRN has been der ived 
from the buckling of a single two-dimensional layer. It is often difficult 
fo r Rnyone who has not seen the model to appreciate this. The spectra 
5hol" hovl the single-layer DOVS has been transformed into a form giving 
(';ood ac;reement 'tiith the data for bulle a-As, without the introduction of 
10n8er-range forces. The neglect of inter-layer interactions is consistent 
with the original approach of Greaves and Davis and it appears that a 
Ai~nificantly better description of the lattice dynamics of rhombohedral 
As is neccessary before a more realistic calculation for a-As becomes either 
fe a sible or \.Jo:rth'."hile. 'vIc are, however, in the fru.si;ra ting position of 
having data on the DOVS of a-As but not on the phonon dispersion in 
rhombohedral As. 
Consider now the structural implications of a comparison of the 
experimentally determined DOVS of a-As with the Recursion result for the 
Greaves-Davis CRN. To evaluate within our simple model the influence of 
ne twork topology on the vibrational spec trum, we can call upon our 
c;':pcrience '!lith four-fold coordinated CRN's (see Chapt er 2). Since the 
h i llS c r- frequency side of a peak of bond stretching modes appeurs to be 
:itce pe r for models with more odd rings of bonds, the results s uggest that 
t he Greaves-Davis model contains too many odd rings. Apart from this, 
the quality of the ngreement suggests it to be an accurate representation 
of the atomic arrangements in a-As. 
A poss ihle cause of this odd r ing excess may derive from the free 
H Jt a tions of the dihedra.l angles allOl"ed during the constructi.on process. 
A J.a rge body of evidence suggests that there is a preferred magnitude of 
the di!ledral angle along chain-rr.oleculnr unit s in a-Se and a-Te (Gec 
Cni1pter 4). Such a situation is also likely in a-As, involving a 
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pre fe rence for the staggered configuration, which is typical of the 
rhombohedral structure. Staggered dihedral angles are present in the 
chilir-like 6-fold rings of Figure 3.1b ,-"hereas eclipsed anglet3 are more 
typical of 5-fold rings of bonds. Such a preference may well influence 
the ring statistics of the real system. The neglected inter-layer bonds 
also plAce constraints on the atomic positions, but it is difficult to 
s ee how this relates directly to the intra-layer topology. 
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CHAPTER FOUR AMORPHOUS SELENIUM 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the results of calculations of the vibrational spectra 
of models approp'~ate to the structures of a-Se and a-Te are presented. An 
explatnation for the excess low-temperature specific heat observed in 
amorphous Se compared to trigonal Se is also given. 
Crytalline Se occurs in a trigonal form t consiGting of spiral chains 
(see Figure 4.1), Bnd two monoclinic forms, consisting of 8-membered rings 
packed in different ways. Crystalline Te occurs only in the the trigonill 
for'm. Both chains and rings have b0nd angles (e) and di.hedral angle:~ (~) 
of 105 0 and 1020 respectively (see Figure 4.2); the sign of ~ is constant 
alont?; a chain but alternates around a ring. The RDF of a-Se (Kaplm.J t Rowe 
and Averba ch 1968) indicates that the bondlength is as in the more moleculnr 
monoclinic forms and the bond angles have a very small distribution about 
t h cr ys t a lline value; further information cannot be deduced uniquely. 
Lone t Galison, Alben and Connell (1976) have model led the s tructure of 
a-Sc/a -Te Vlith convoluted two-fold coordin(lted ch:.lins of atoms. No rings 
or broken chains are present in the body of the mod el t which was enert?;Y-
r01uxed with Van der Waals forc cs acting between the chains. The mod el 
gives reFtson<1 ble agreement with the RDF, exhibiting a rilndom di Gt ribution 
in,5. On the other hand I Richter (1972) claims good RDF agreement with 
flat zig-zag chains, thus advocating a fixed value of ~ at 1800 in a-Se. 
Structural information on a-Se has also been inferred from experimental 
UPS/XPS data. Joannopoulos, Schluter and Cohen (1975) infer an incr'eased 
inter-chain distance and the presence of 6-fold rings from their Empirical 
Pscuclapotential !-lethod (EPM) calculations of the electronic structure of 
trieonal Se and Te. Shevchik (1975) cl~ims a decrease in the average 




Fj[~c: r(' 4.1 The spiral chain s tructure of trigonal Se and Te. 
~~ 
~\ 
b 2 -3 
FiGure 4 . 2 Bond angle e (8) and dihedral angle ~ (b) for a chain 
or ring of Se atoms. 
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t he results of tight-binding calculations. Robertson (1975a, 1976) has 
S .. OI1n t ha t the reversal in magnitude of two p-bonding peaks in the 
el e ctronic spectrum of amorphous compared to trigonal Se/'l'e is best 
explnined by the presence of dihedral angl e s of alternating or random sign. 
HI' rules out large variations in the magnitude of /J on the basis of a 
mi r imum in the rotational ene rgy curve E(~) at the crystalline value of 
1020. Eve n in the case of alternating /J this does not necessarily produce 
closed rings of bonds because of bond angle distortions . The calculations 
of Bullett (1976) are in excellent agreeme nt with these conclu s ion s. 
Brod s ky, Gambino, Smith and Yacoby ( 1972) measured the P..aman spectrum 
of a-Te and interpreted thei.r results in terms of disordered chains since 
only trigonal 'I'e is stable. They ascribed the differences between the 
a _r~(; and c-Te Raman spectra to increased chain separations in the amorpholl s 
ph,'1.!Oe, in agreement vlith the observed density deficit. The sa me applies to 
the IR and Raman spectra of a-Se presen ted by Lucovsky ( 1973) and shown 
ir.. Figure 4.3.. Beeman and Alben (1977) have used the structural model of 
Long et al (1976) to calculate the DOVS and Raman c.\ nd IR spectra appropj.ate 
to a -·Se . Their IR result d oe s not reproduce the peak at about 120cm-1 
our results attribute this feature to the existence of a constant magnitude 
of ~ in a-8e and a-Teo 
The 'excess specific heat' ·of amorphous compared to trieona 1 Se C'\ t 
tc ~~erature s of about 10K observed by Berton and Lasjaunais (1973) is 
typical of the effect found in many disordered solids (a fuller discussion 
Of ' excess specific heat' is given in Chapter 5). ·· The results of model 
c(,; culations shm; qualitatively that this i s a re~m lt of increase d inter-
molecular separations in the amorphous phase. 
In the next section a suitable dynamical model for trigonal Se and 
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Fi[~u r e 4 ~ 3 Experiment a l IR a nd RDma n spectra o f a --Se 
( a f ter Luco vs ky 1973 ). 
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'1 .2 DYNA}HCAL MODEL 
Phonon frequencies in trigonal Se and Te along several high-symmetry 
direct i ons of the hexagonal Brillouin zone have be en measured by neutron 
scat tering techniques (Teuchert, Geick, Landwehr, We ndel and Weber 1975 
and POh'21 l. and Martel 1975) , yet no acc urate model of the lattice dynilmics 
h<\~; been d e veloped. Valence force field models are as succ ess ful as any 
iI, describine the ge neral form of the disper["jion but not the detailed 
di.fferences between Se and Te (see Martin, Lucovsky and HelliHell 1976). 
We usc ~ ~re the s implest such model that ensure s no zero-frequency modes 
R~~ y from t he zone - centre ; in the notation of Section 3.2, the Keating 
st ; ain c •. ergy expression is 
(4.2.1) 
wh e re the summations are now over all atoms 1, their two intra-chain 
nc i c hhours i, j and their four inter-chain neighhours i t, j' (see Figure 
4. 1). a,~ and y,£ are intra- and inter- chain stretching and bending 
f or ce constants respectively . The same f orce & is used for the three 
o i nt.e r - c hnin bond angles that are clos e to 90 ; the force for the intcr -
chain a~gle close to 1800 is omitted . The corresponding force cons tant 
te !iliOrS have the same form as in equation 3.2. 2 . 
The trigona l struc ture of Se has three atoms -per unit cell . The 
primitive translation vectors are 
t" (u, o,o) /; = (.!. .... J',;. 0) 
-1. 1) 1 J t = (0 0 c.) -3 J J (4.2.2) 
whe re a and c are defined in Figure 4.1. The reciprocal lattice vectors 
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(~ = _L_l! ( I J -+. () ) 
...Jj. ' (-\.. v). I 
The se vectors gene rate the Bcil louin zone shO\-In in Figure 4 . 4 . The 9x9 
dyni:lmic.'tl mA-tr ix for computing the phonon frequencie s a t any point in this 
zo~e i s listed in Appendix 4 . 2. 
'!:'he fo r c e constant s obtained by least -squA-res fit t i ne the exp(~rimental 
p honon fre quenc i es at the r ,A,H and K points of Se and Te are shown in Table 
4 . 1 . Al so presen ted are the atom masses and the cell dimension s (from 
r1n l' tin et al 19'76) . Th e f orce c onstan ts indicate stralger i nter-chain 
L , c(~ S in Te thGn Se. Neit.her fit to the dispersi on curves i [-; (IS 
[t c e m 'ut e ac; that obtained by Mart in et 0.1 but our simple model de sc ribes 
t ~ ecneral fpa tures wel l . Figure 4. 5 illus trates the dispersion along 
r -A-H-x-r f or Se; the results for Te differ only in tha t the bands are 
loser which can be at tribu ted to the stronger inter-cha in forc es in our 
~ i mpl e model . The vibrationa l spectra obtained with t his model for Se 
and Te are c onsidered i n Sect jon 4.4. 
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Fi Gure 4A The hexagonal Br'illouin zone of the trie;onal Se/Te 
structure . 
r= L71"(V,O,o) 
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Phonon dispersion along some symmetry directions of the 
trigoll <"',l Se Brillouin zone calculated using the force constant 
mod e l described in the text. 
Se Te ~ 
a 4.366 x 10- 10 m 4.457 x 10- 10 m 
b 0.984 x 10- 10 1. 174 x 10- 10 
c 4.954 x 10- 10 5.929 x 10- 10 
r 1 2.373 x 
10- 10 2.835 x 10- 10 
r 2 3.436 x 
10- 10 3.495 x 10- 10 
m 1.31115 x 10-25 kg 2. 11884 x 10-25 kg 
0.156 x 105 -1 0.664 x 104 -1 0. Nm Nm 
B O. 142 x 10 5 0.845 x 104 





6 0.159 x 10 3 I 
I 
0.939 x 103 
L 
Table 4.1 Structural parameters and fitted force 
constan~for trigonal Se and Te. 
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4.3 ISOIJATED CHAINS 
In this section the DOVS of a series of isolated chains of atoms \oIith 
constant bond lengths and angles but varying dihedral angles are presented. 
ThcHC calculations were performed in order to de termine whether the 
vib ra Lional data for a-Se are consistent with Robertson's model of the 
r.truc:ture. From Table 4.1, the force constant ratio 0/0:::-.:1 ie.; Rppropiate 
to both Se and 'l'e for the purposes of model calculations; y and b are both 
zero. The spectra are calculated by the Recursion method for a :3eries 
of 51-atom chains l accurate to 20 levels of the continued fraction~ 
rEo test our method, in Figu::-c 4~6 \ole compare the Recur s ion result 
for a chain with constant dihedral angle ~=102° with a histogram obtained 
by sampling 1000 points along the zone corresponding to an infinite chain 
o f the trigonal crystal. The agreement is very good~ particularly in respect 
o f the zero-frequency b-function? the band gap and the characteristic one-
di rllG'n:3ional van Hove sirg ularities at the extrema of the upper band. The 
b -function, lower band and upper band correspond to chain twisting, 
ber:di!;g and stretching modes re~3pectivelYt each feature being of equal 
R05ults for chains of different dihedral angle distributions are 
shown in Figure 4.7 where the ~ -independant 6-functions have been omitted. 
EFlCh spectrum reveals the same basic form a,s the 'crystalline result due 
to icvariant bond lengths and angles, however there is a notable t$-
dependa nce of the peak at the top of the lovler-frequency band (w/w 
, max 
~O.5). In (a) the 'crystalline' result is repeated; (b) is the DOVS 
ob t ai_cd by avera ging over 5 atoms each from the centres of 5 chains with 
t h(; r a nd om distribution _18oo~,6<+18oo (25 atoms in all); (c) and (d) 
cor respond to chains with tS constant at 1800 (Richter 1972) and 78 0 
(Shcvchik 1975) respectively; (e) is the result from averaging over 5 
























O~2~--~O~4--~-O~~.6-----0~.8----~1.--0 ~ o 
FREQUE NCY (W!Wmax ) 
Fi gure 4.6 Compa rison of t he DOVS of an isolated chain of Se calcula ted 
by (a.) the Recursion method and (b) sampling along the zone . 
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~agnitude but random in sign, as suggested by Robertson. 
'rhese results show a clear correlation between the occurence of a 
peuk at the upper edge of the lower band and a constant magnitude of the 
d i hedral anele along the chains. The peak is much less se~sitive to 
randomisation in the sign of ~ than the magnitude. It was also found that 
re su lt (a) of Figure 4.7 is identical I'Jith that obtained for chains with 
¢ ~orma lly distributed about 1020 with a standard deviation of up to about 
10°; significantly larger deviations produce smoothing as in result (b). 
The results of Figure 4.7 therefore indicate that the fe a t ures at 
-1 
a bout 120cm in the IR and Haman spectra of Figure 4.3 nre due to a 
const3nt maGnitude of ~ in a-5e. In comparing our results with the 
expc r lmental data, we must remember that the data refer to a real solid 
\oJ flereas the calculations were performed for isolated chains~ The effects 
o ~' i nter-chain interactions on the DOVS are two-fold. Firstly, the 7,c~Y'O-
f !' e qu,:-ncy 6-function broadens and moves to higher frequencies; this is 
u n l ik r~l y to produce a peak at the up;)cr limit of the b/isting/bending 
mcd e band since the inter-chain forces are weak (as indicated by the dcn~ity 
dol ic it) and the disorder of the system will tend to produce a broad ran~p 
o f t w i G tin ~ mode frequencies. TI1e second effect will be a smoothing of 
the typical one-dimensional features of the spectrum (see Section 4.4). 
N~ t e ~ ~ o that the IR and Raman'spectra are related to the DOVS by 
frequency dependant matrix elements. It might therefore be sU8gested 
that the prominent peak in the IR spectrum of a-Se F.l.t about '120cm -1 is 
a ma t rix element effect~ We counter this by arguing that such a large 
I R ac t ' vity must be supported by a corresponding increF.l.se in the density 
of modes. Further evidence has been furnished by Dultz, Hochheimer and 
Hul ler-Lierheim (19'73). They meF.l.sured the Raman spectrum of fibrous 
sulphur, a form containing (ideally) disordered chains of sulphur atoms, 
a nd also found a peak at the upper edge of the 10,ier frequency band. 
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Fi"."lre 4 . 7 DOVS fot' the series of cha i ns o f varyinr; d ehedral anglp. 
di s t ribu t ion d esc ribed i n t h e t ext . 
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CO fli !Xiri ng their r'0sult to the DOVS of a flat zig- zag chain (figure 4. 7c) 1 
t hf: Y identified this feature as evidence for the flat chr3.in structure. 
TLe results of Figure 4.7~ ho\.,revcr, s how that a constant dj.hedral angle 
of any magnitud e will produce thi~ result . 
Hav ing interpre ted the expcrj.me ntal data in terms of 8. constant 
mDr;n:i.tUc.e of/; in a - Se and 3-Te , \,e note that the dy namical model use d 
i s too s imple to provide inform0.ti on on the magnitude itself. 'vIe merely 
.r t:'.i. !~ eriJ te Robertson I s argument the: t significant deviations from 1020 
ar'(" un li -e ly. Finally, the results sugges t that a broader distribution 
of ~ nbout 102 0 wi ll be found in a-Te, within the limits of the roughly 
100 rms distribution suggested by the c a lculations. Such a distribution 
wi J.l occur in a s ystem of interacting chai ns relaxing to a structu ral 
i"'{ , '~ r f..:Y ni nimum; the broader di s t .ribution is eXp'2 cted in a-'l'c because of 
1:l ~ } ['e~atively stronger inter-cha in forc es in Te (see Table 4 .1 and 
L\l c. O:SKy 1972). 
4.4 INTER-CHAIN EFFECTS 
Bert.on and La.sjaunais (1973) have repo:ct ed an incr83se i.n the 1010/ -
te~rc ra t u r e (about 10K) specific heat of a -3e compared to trigonal Se ~nd 
id<: :t tified the ma gnitud e of the specUIc hef.\t in the lat.ter a s arising 
f "om the low frequency acoustic modes of the OOVS. Consider th"!refore 
modell i ~g a - Se by trigonal Se with red uc ed inter-chai~ restoring forces. 
T;11> DOVS for' trigonal Se and Te \ ... 1 th (a) the force constants of Table Ll •• 1 
: I I!.! (b) trw inter'-chain force cons\:;:l.ntG reduced by half are s 'nOlm in 
f' lj!llre: 4.8. The spectra were obtained by sampling 4120 poi.nU; in the 
1.J T(·d uci hle Bri Houin z one 3nd smoothi nlj the resultant histo/j l'a.m . As 
0~p~c tpd, on increa sing th~ i nt e r-chain distance , i.e. de c r easing the 
il~ L e r- c 'tn ~ . n force s , the chain hlist i ng mod0 s separate out from the 10l.,rer 
bo nd, moving to lower frequencies to produce an 'e xcess specific heat' 
c. t. ;Jh oll t 10K. In the limit of Y=b =O they form the zero-frequency <0-
f ll 'iction of Figure 4. 6. The e xcess .s pecific heat therefore ie cons istent 
~ ; th i . n c r~a scd inter-chain separations in the amorphous phBs~as a r e the 
d .,,.. ;; ' ty deficit and the IR .'1!\d Ra man dub, discussed in Section 4 .1. Note 
hell'.' in our siMple dynamical mod e l calculation tho optic mod e bond deC:'( ;F:.::;eG 
i l .. f re que ncy as the inter-chain forces are reduced; a realistic model 
o f ~h lattice dynamics s h ould pr oduce an increase in these frequencies, 
\'-' , 'cv(> 3 l: !d hy t~e IR a nd Ra ma n · dat. a for a-Se Bnd a -Te o L;;t sjaunais 
(Friv; tc comm unication) has alGo found tha t the ma~nitude of the excess 
::;p"c ' fic hea.t depends on the d e tails of sElrnple preparation. This lends 
['.1,; )-: r support to our explatna.Uon since details 6f the i n t er-chbLn 
co r rel Llti ons &. re ine vitably dependant on the conditions of prepa.rati0n. 
' 0 l ow tcmp~ratu re speci f ic h ea t data for trigonal or amorphous Te 
In '/ e ye t boe, r l'port ed , hOYl e ver our argument clearly predicts a similar 
c r t"~ct t o t h~ >, found \A'ith a-Se due to the reduced inter-chain forces 
sU3G .. ste d by the Ibman measurements of Brodsky et a1 (1972). 
Se b ) Te b) 
o 2 4 6 8 0 1 2 3 4 
Fr'equency (1012 Hz) 
Figure 4.8 Vibrational spe c tra for trigonal Se a~d Te cal cu la ted with (a) the force cons t ant s of Table 4 . 1 
and (b) the inter-chain forc e constants reduced by half. 
V1 
-....J 
Full calculati.ons of the DOVS appropia te to structural models of 
a - Se/a -Te are not yet practical due to the lack of s uch models and a 
r ~ lis tic description of the lattice dynamics of trigonal Se and Te. TIle 
:nter- chain correlations are still rather uncertain, however the intra-
chain s tructure seems to be well resolved. 
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CHJ\F'I'ER FI VE AMORP OUS GF.HI~ANTUH REVISITED 
:,:>. 1 THE BOND-CHARGE I~ODEL 
In this cnapter \<Je preEient vihri' ~ ion81 spec tra appropi~~ te to Ft-Ge 
c31c~ l · t e d using a s hort-range version of Weber's (1974, 1977) Ftdi a batic 
b r) nd-.:: harce model (SR BCJ.l) of the lattice dyna mic s of Group IV semi-
COt,ducto r s. A furt her J'efine men t is the UEi e of a series of seV i:n eRN ' s 
wi th g rad ua lly varying s tructural characte r istics. Since We be r's mod el 
d es c ribes the phonon dispersion in c-Ge very well, we expect it to 
pr o 'lide a realistic description of the DOVS of the amorphous prnse. The 
ex t e n t to which this aim is realised i s di scussed, as are general 
c o ns i d erations of 'excess s pecific \, ~at ' i:1 Glat'';sy solids, tOlvards the 
e nd o f thi s c ha p ter . 
The Born model of the l a ttice dyn~ mi cs of c-Ge presented in Cha pt er 
21 l ike all such s imple modelsj doe s not a dequate ly describe the transverse 
2. cou ~,ti c ( TA) branches of the phonon spectl'1.,uu ( s ee Fif~ure 2.2c). In the 
GTO~p IV s ~ic onductorsl as in the zincbl nde structure cryst~lG, these 
b r£' :1ch ·::! :.:; ha ve very 101.>1 fr equencies and are very flat 8.\.;ay from the 7,on8-
c /, y, t l"' c ( Ni Js on Clnd Neli n 1971). He rma n (1959) c;nO'lled thFlt to reproduce 
the h:' g h s h ea r e~a s tic c onstants and the TA flatt e ning r equire s in t.~~ r-
l et Lons out to s i x L:1 neighbours in a Born-likr-: schem8. A s he ll-li,ouel 
fit to i:.nc d i sper'sion C' l"'ve s ~Ias made by Cochran (1959)1 wh o mode lled 
L ~ vale~ce el e ctron respons e to the a t omic motions with interact ions 
i ll'd) ; vi nr; ma c;~ , Jcss shells concentric with the ion cores. Althoug h the 
SR in te r o. c tio ns are limited to neare s-:: ne :i ,i ;floours, the adidbntic D. lly 
rno\ri ng Gh e11s t r'2nsrnit e ffec tive long- ra nG' ; interactions beb!een t he 
core s, produc ing flat TA branches. A (t1() ;' e fundamental trea tmcnt of the 
] ,!t t i ce dy~am ics of c-Ge is Martin 's (1969) dielect r ic screening model, 
bD~cd on the b ond -charGe the ory of cova lent solids d eveloped by Phillips 
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( 19t)3 ). The a'rg u im~ nt is t h~J t sin ce c-Gc c a n b l' d esct' iber} a" nc n rly-fr ee -
L'l. :ct :-on-li k e , t he bare ion-i on in t e rac t ion is eXI' c ctcd to be sc:- p. e n ~d 
y t he di<J.gonal le rne nts of t.h e i n ver '5e d ielf'c tr' ic fu c ti o n {I(,tt-~·) ~t~') S 
;;<0 i n ,':iimpl .:; m.tal. 'rh.2 ex i f:, tence o f a bOlnd eap re'''eals i ncom pl e te 
!.;f;!'l. C. i nGI there b2ing a net c ha l" g~" of 4-lto at each ion. '1' 0 3.ch:iJ; ve 
COll/ p' ,:t(~ ~>c reening ; Phi ll.i ps located cha rges of -2/E D in t he bonds , 
J'('pt' e :=;:; ~lt i ng the effe cts of o ff-diil~on[\l elemen t s of E- I • M;u- ti n ShO'.ofed 
thi"l t t \-j' ~ ITil? tn l - i k e s creen i ng 11roduc 0 s SR ion-ion forcps a;'ld t~": BC 
i nte !"ac t i on s sta b j lise the diamo)'!d .st ructure against shear. M1rtin I s 
t i'!1pJ e RCM involves a first n e i g hbour centT'o. l force a nd Coulomb inlerae tiolls 
wit h the BC ' s f i xed midwa y betwee n the ions . The fl at TA branches are 
no:; re p r oduced . 
We ber ' s adiabatic BCM successfully inc orpora tes certai n eleme nt s of 
th ·-· s,:' p!'0cccding theories to give the most phys ical d esc!'ipLio:1 of the 
)hono n dipers ion j.n t he Group IV e l ements and III-V c ompou::td s to da.te " 
'~'}I " 1l1C" L;-.J - l j kc blnding i s mode lled by a c e ntral i Oll-ion force, th0 co va lency 
lw i"!!; mi rrored i n SR and Coul omb inte rac t ions involving t he BC ' s~ I"h ich 
,: 1)'; ' :1 w allowed to move ad i a batically _ Including an i on-Be central forc e 
(to ~tab~ l i~ e thc Be 's at t he bond-centres ) and a BC- ion -Be a nele b e nd ing 
i'w':-:'! ) ',,'hiL fli l ov.ri.ng the maGnit ud e of the Be to vc.trYJ leaves f our' p:uameters 
I '.' t i t ' (k1.r·rm i nc d by fit t ing to expo i mR nt. The i. o I-ion cc ntr-8l fo rcc 
lI' .:r: i.r::J lf;! ; th n. di ;.p('rs i on cu rve s ezc p t t he TJI. b I'a '1ch .:.: s , '",hich c o:, rc: spond 
1.11 'rcdf':~ i n wr, ' ch t he bO rld l(;- ng t h va.r i£lt i o Tls £Ire ve ry s mall . Thu,; ir. TA 
': L» .. ~t i(JII~ o nly ve ry small for e N s u rc l ,'un;,mitt e a. b E~tw0e n the ions, \!,Ihich 
UII' ." '~ f()'· f: vi br Cl.te l i ke Einste i n osc il l a tors Gt f Y'e que nc i.t~ S d c tE:rmi.!1ed 
'-' :i ::' hy the vcr'y l"eFlk effecti"/ l:' ion- Be coupli.ng . Di spersioli less TA 
lJc':I:,C~I'~G ;3~ e f or m,) d , pro vided the e ff e c t ive ion-BC cou pJing i:3 .... lea k 
c ,r::p-,r ';Q to the Be- Be coupl ing . I n the long vIR.ve l ength aCGust ic mode s , 
t IE' Be ' s move in phase '.;i th the ions and the strong Be-Be f orces produce 
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t~~ stchil i ty against shear . 
~j \'PD th;-~t the ad i ' batic BCi'! describes t}:, . TA p\lOrlOnS s o WAll in 
c-G0 , o~r c hi e f m0tivation fer applyi ng it to a-Ge is a desire to explai n 
Ue olY; (:r ' v~ d shi ft of the TA-lik2 mod e s to 10l,er frequencies in the 
r r-.0 :' rlnOllf; pha se. TLis shift h AS bee n detected in low-tcmp2r:, tl'.r C" specific 
h· ... at d,'l t!l ( Ki n!:!: ) Phillips and d e Ne ufville 1974) and preJiminilry inelCl. s tic 
neutr0~ sCJ tte ring experim .n ts (Axe, Keating l Cargill a nd Alb e n 1974); 
K~lg et a1 have also shown the shift to be consistent with the R~man data. 
'!:n dt~ t a i. l , the c -Ge TA p eak i,G broad e ned a nd uniformly r e duced in fr equency 
r,y a fac t Ol~ of a bout 15%. No such sh i ft WetS ob se rved in ou r Born-mod e l 
r esuL t s of Cha pter 2. Comporison of the BCM calcul a Lions f~~ a series 
of CRl,l 's I'lith fu ll inelastic neutron scat tering data f or ' a-G e should also 
pt'ovi de a n indication of \'thich CRI' best models the s t !'uctu re of a-Gel as 
\!: ,~:; attemp t ed in Chr ptec 2. Finally, viC expect the results o f such a 
r eel] i st i c ca l u l. t ion to reveal any i .rc.pol'ta!1t \'Jenkne s ,"r;s in the us e of 
[, j r: l [) U.fi~'d s ho t-range dy n,'Hil ic;-\l mc:d cl!3 i n DaVS c<:11cu n t i on;c; for 
The coo ~ 'dir,3. 'c(? f; of the se rie s of CRr';' s u s c in the BC1~ calcu lations 
wc r 0 s~ ne r3ted by Beeman and Bobbs (1 975) by restructurin~ the evcn-
rin~e d C n~ J I - Te mkin (C-T) model. This e f f ectively involve s scrambling 
tl1f' c :::1tr'e of the mode l to introduce odd r ings a nd inc;'cAs ed an .'j ular 
a js ~ o~ti ons. Thus a se rj.es of five eRN's! C-T B to C-T F. W8re generuted 
'oJi tb 1. )icr(; ' lsine; odd-r inz c oncentrat.i ons and rms ant-sular di.~3tortions . 
S llr'ph~ :'1c n t i (J[; the s t' r ies with the St f>inhardt model) yield " seven equi11 1y-
: ,,'i7 f c1. C~N ' ::; wh i cl are jdca l. for i nvc3tiC;CltinC thr:: cort'ejation!:; be t 'vle en 
;' ;i. nc t'J[I' LI nG vibration0. 1 ( a nd e l ectrontc) properties. The important 
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Table 5 . 1 
Numbe r of 6r , 68 Ri::1gs per atom Hrong Eonds 
, 
-
a t oms r. (degr ees ) 5 /' I 7 (% ) J 0 
I 
238 0 . 013 9 . 1 0 2 . 432 0 0 . 0 
, 
I 
238 0 . 014 I 0 .1 56 1. 4 
I 
10 . 2 0 .0 59 2 . 270 
238 0 . 0 14 10 . 6 o. 158 2 . 090 1.3 13 I 3 . 0 
238 0 . 015 
I 
10 . 8 O. 189 1. 955 0 .h69 4. 2 
238 0 . 01~ I 11.6 0 . 336 1. 506 0 . 808 7 . 0 
238 0 . 0 15 13. 3 I 0 . 398 I 1. 287 1. 008 8 . 4 










I: ehc'!' IS o r':Leina l BC1'1 invol '.re s l ong- rc\Dge Cou l omb in tet'H c ti o:1 s '::hich 
C~!ln ot , i nc]. ud ed in our Re cu r s ion cal culation. Instead we u s e an 
(r. Ir~ va 1('n t SR mode l? jus tified by the f9Ct that the near-n e ichh our 
c or. t ribtt ion to the MDd elung constan t c onEit itutes a b out 8/9th s of the 
1.o t;; l (:;8 0 l,IJebcr 1974 , 1977). Coul omb i n teractions extending b e yond 
~ c~ rest neiChbours a r e neglected, t he rest b e ing absorb ed into the SR force. 
',,I f ' viri te the crysta l potential &.5 
\J lll~ J ' C!' UI C s umrnclt i ons are o'ler a d j fl c e nt 2\t omc> and honds , B 8- nd the ir' 
_1 lk0 ne i Eh bour:, AN , :3N . C( Cl nd y ;H'e at om- a t om a nd A. tom- BC c(~ n tri1 1 forc e 
GOIl,~ L ,,-, d. i ; ..-,nd f3 rind b T'csi: .~ c~Pl nge s in th e BC- atom-BC and a t.om- RC-ii'corn 
, () 0 S ince the latte r 15 a 100 
:L n~ 'c' \ t h e Kcat in s cheme produ c e" only a centra l forcG) .so the: ~ contribu ti on 
j;; in terms of the ha l f -b o!1d l eng t h ro a.f!d the cha nge 1.n the an~le fr 0111 
o 130 ,J OB" Th e forc e te·nsors i t:volvi ng a, ~ a nd y a r e of the 5nme f orm 
~ s be f o r e ; the te r ms in ~ are 
\4he re B d e notes the bond be h/ee n at oms A1 a nd 11 2 and S~d is the 
F" C" ll ['(~ 5.1 
Figl . e 5.2 
10\\1 
The force consta nts a, 0, y a nd 
of We ber' s ad i a ba tic BCI. 
of our sho:ct r; I. '1ge version 
o o.torn 
bond 
The unit cell of the diamond-cubic structure illustra ting 
the basis of two atoms and f our bonds. 
Kr onecke r delta . 
For the case of t wo ~tomic'species ) the dy namical ma t rix equations 
CEnl be wr i tten 
R u.. -t- (b = M w" lJ.. 
\.;!'cre &' ~ . ~ denote atom- atom , BC-BC, a tom- Be dynamica l ma tricAs j ~ . ~ 
rlenot e atom , PC displacements ~:Jd M. m d e note atom , Be ma s os respecti vely . 
Th, · ma tri ces are derived in the uS:.w l man ne r . In t he adiab;ltic F.lpproximation 
t he Be ma ss i s zero so the dy namical ma trix put into the secular equa tion 
1 .2 . 6 is ~i ven by 
o = A 
:::. 
3ince the uni t cell of the diamo nd structure contains two a t oms and four 
W~ l s , ,1;' S h0Wl1 in Figure 5. 2 , the dimensions of the rnat rices arc A(6x6) , 
~ ( 1 ?":1? ) , ~ U.i x12) . The val ues of these ma t r ices at the point k=(k , k , k ) 
. - x y z 
. ~ ~ t he FCC zone ~ r. given in Appe ndix 5. 2. 
~h(: f our parameters of the' SR BClv! cannot be determined by fi t ting 
the lb r ~3 n frequerlcy and the three elastic cons tants since a and y enter 
t~~ e xpressions for these quantities in the same linear combination 
(~ ~ ber '977) . They were obtained hy l ea st - squares fitting the experimentally 
m~asure d phonon f req uencies (Nilsson and Nelin 1971) a t the following 
»,-':" n1:s; 
r ( .G, O.O , G. O) 
(G . 5~O . O,O . O) 
;C(1 . 0~O . O , O .O) 
i ' l u ni ts of 2 rr/C;l j wh e r e a i s l ::l. tticG cons t a nt defi ned in Figure 1. 2 . 
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CI)II :'i L:!nt ratio~; required to repl' c,c uce thprn '1el l . The pa n1.rllct~rs a r,.' 
a-,C .lfx '16 ~"O. 544 1 y=0"O()57 
i n u l i t ~ of 105 Nm- 1 The 8 1.:("] 11 N'SS of y e rn phasi.ses the me=:c hnn ism of 
T, flat teni ng in \tJe ber ' ~-j mode l. Th e d:i spA rsi on curve s along the (100 ) , 
(110) o l d (111) directions of the zone obta i ~ed with these para meters 
il:' f" corn:r),') r.-: d ' .. lith the expe r ime nt'll points in Fi r;ure 5~ .) ; th e=: SR BeN 
CI,lf"p: l rcs very wel ll-lith the f u ll model ( s e e \'/"ber 1977) . 
One fUr th e r modification i s ~' equired bl ' fol'C:: the BCt-1 C3J1 b e=: used in 
0'.11" Rt' ctlrsiof, calc l) a ti.on . Eqtlation 5 . 2. 4 5hm·,e that = mU E; t he inver ted 
Lv (;"r)V 8 th e 1'i nal dymlmical matrix Q, a prohibitive s t ep for a cal cu la tion 
;j~):w opia t t:: to a CHN because of the si ze of this ma tri x . The i r.version 
c ;m 1:,0 a void ed by a llowing the Be ' s to ha ve u small bu t fi nite mass. As 
lo:!C dS m/i'-1 -<D.1\ the Im·/e r si x phonon branches a re unaffect e d. In this 
G ~I-;C' tr,e Fourie r t r ans fo r me d dynamical ffiiltrix i s given by 
_1_ c... 
( )'/ -rn M L-
o -
G 
Yr.!? dy namica l mf:(t ri x \1 s(~ d in t)1L Rec ursion calculation i e. c ons t r uct ed 
j~: tho u::-,lliI l IMIWle r from the clu s ter c oordiniites , assumin g ull bond Jengths 
! I) be t ; nC rl i l. Gc d and the eq uilibrium positi ons of t he Be ' s to rema in 
r1id-','l c:y be hlf'e n the ator~s . The modi f ications to the method inv olve 
t Y'l: :~tj.nz; t he BC ' s as a second atomic species , more tha n d oubli nc the origina l 
:liI: :.'W:'!' of ~:;i tes . The lOCD.l DOVS dre of c ourse only calc ul <J t ed for a toms . 
f i :3.lY' ·:" 5. 4 COJ1"!pa:E:'G t he result of ou r Recursi on calculation f o r a s pherical 
21R-~L om clust ~ r with the diamond-cubic s tructure with the result 
abtci n d by integrat ion over the Bril louin zone . The c orrect p ositions , 
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REDUCED W/.:..VE-VECTOR 
Figure 5&3 Co:npariEO:l of the SR 3C'1 p~o!'.on d ispe:r s:i 0 11 Cilr ';e s ( solid lines) along t he syr.::le try 3.xes of 
the FCC Br jlloui n z .:-> v: e of c- G? · ... ith the experi:nent3. 1 points obtai ~,e d b y Nil s oll ar:c1 Ne li n( 1971) . C\ 
--..J 
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,, " ,:' _ic;rl r. ::~ ;:~r.d ge ner'a l shapes of the features in the ;'e ciproc;o.l ;jpa.ce result 
L : ' I~ 'vlc ll reproduced . The cont inued fraction expa n[;ions are cA.lculDted 
't:) 100 L '/e1.::, ; althoq;h thi:3 may seem larg I note that the cluster 
conl;; i. s about 600 sites and hiO- thirds of the spectrum ( the ' bund ' bands) 
c'''' :~,:)i 'l ,S unuse d . The inadequacy of calculations to fev/er levels is 
~rr;nl--t '\ f: i. r;ed by tl:.e plot to 50 levels shmm in Figu re 5. 5. The ratio 
111/1-1=0.01 ,,j3S c ho s en to ensure a \ ... ide enough band gap betl.,reen the ' atom ' 
,' Il.d 'b ond ' modes to prevent any interference between them , even vlhen 
b "' Oi ld " ned in the CHN resul t1'; . A smDller ratio would increase the number 
of le vels needed for adequate resolution (and hence the computation time) 
3 O~ VIBRATIONAL SPECTRUM OF c- Gte 
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- CL USTER METHOD (248 ATOMS) 










o 2 4 6 8 10 
FREOUENCY od2 Hz) 
Figu re 5.4 COl:1pEi.: ison of c-Ge DOVS c8.1cula ted by the 
Recu:-si on :Tlethod ( 100 lev els) and integration 
o'.'er th ·? Brillouin zone . 
RECURSION CALCULATION 
TO 50 LE VELS (248 ATOMS) 
o 2 4 6 8 10 
FREQUENCY (1012 Hz) 
Figure 5<5 The OOVS fo.: c-Ge obta i ned fr om the Recursion 
method accu:-ate to 50 level~; illus trati !l ~ the 






Ti .c results of th~ first il pli cation of our SR BCi'1 to the s eries of 
CRJi ' s o f Table 5.1 are shO'.m in FiGure 5. 6 0 rrhe c1iamond-(;uc)ic :e; tructure 
) ' (~.~U l t j~; re pea ted for comparison with thc:.:c for the Steinhard l model, 
t .I(' oric;i. al C- T model and t he s erie s C-T B to C-T F. There a re no 
.c; i:n · f i. c: :m t dif fer enc(~s beb,reen t l l2 averaecs over 5 and 10 ccntcaJ sites 
0: th, ' r.c l\,' or k; t h.;.:;e rE' ~~ult s are all 10 a tom a ve rages to 100 l !!l vels. 
T il'.' mode l s ar e: in order of increa si : ,c; I'ms bond angle dist ortion. 
TLr mo" t obviou ;3 fcat.ul'e: : of the results are the broadeninG of the 
T ,I\ - ;-lnd TO-l ike peaks with the o.ngular distortions and a s moothing of 
Lht , dc't ili '.. s o f t he LA +LO-like rcion. T};c-Y'e i s no. LA-LO d.ip ' n a ny of 
t~~ c ru~ ~ l sults exc e pt that fo r the S t einha rdt model, whi ch has 
llnr~al istical]y sma ll a nEul uY' d istor tions. On the other hand, a d efinite 
TA- LA-likp dip is preserved. The simultaneous broadening of the TO- and 
T/'t-like- pea k e, can be tracea to the e qu ivalent disto r t ions of ttlC' ntom-
P'f'( ::.; ,~ r:. t,·( i n Cn<,pte r 2 for t he broad en i'1,,: of the TO-like pe"k in the 
c ' .. :; e of c c:-,trcll forc es only. Surprisin:.., 1YJ the r e is no topologIcal 
d ·p(.It ~, r~ c0 o f tl: t' spe c tra , a c ompletely o):'oosite result to t hu :' ob to.ined 
e The hIck of to[..ol ogi c, 1 d epcr.d .wc e is 
"f:,"':, : . : , : ~ d by t Ie posi t Lon of the Steinh,~rd t CR; re ~:;u] t ~. 1 Figure 5.6; 
.i.1 c O:Jt il.in ~:; th e larg e s t concentra tion of 5- '~e mhcrc d rinr:s y~t fits into 
;-:l ' f~ .r· f:QI\C.1c e b et ~J(: 8' n t he d:iamo nd-Cllhic and orie i na l C-1' structucc s . It 
<31T'[ ' -l r :; th:J.t at omic mot'ion,,; clu e t o f ()~'ces of sho r te r ange t. h;J.n th e 
0 ;'C':..' ,(,,3 of th ose ri rie"'. On t he other ;"cl:Jd ~ in the nerv1 the Be-mediated 
f O r C " fj arc of s igni f i can tl y loncer rang e than Gu c h d LstancG s ! thus !l0 
ri·lg-u~de r d e p0ndance arises~ The wi der implications of this result 
ar E" d ifOcuss0d in ChR.pter 8. 
2 ::"> DIA,vOND CUBIC 
(248 ATOMS) 
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DOVS for the series of eRN I s of T,~ ble ':5. 1 ci1.1cula t ed by the 
Recurs ion method usi ng the for ce constants of equa tion 5. 2.5. 
A ca reful exam i na tion of t hese r e sults reveals thnt the TA s hift 
to l O'He r fre que nc i es has r.o t bc(' n reproduc ed in the eRN ~~ re ct rEt . The 
SR HCM does , however, provide a s impl e mea ns of reproducing thi s ~hift ; 
by r ed ucing t h0 ce ntral atom- Be forc e COD<:; l;cm t y to O ~ 0025x105 N.'I1- 1 the 
c r:L t r c of gra vi t y of the TA-like pea k is r educed by ab out 15%, as s ho'vH1 
i r Fi c ure 5. 7. The s e r esults are now rea dy fo r c omp3r i s on with e xpe r imental 
da ta . A discussion of the s eemingly a rbitrary r eduction of y to fit the 
known da ta is given subsequently_ 
2 0 
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cubic steinhar d t eR N 20 
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Fi~u r e 5. 7 ~ e some a s ' i~ure 5.6 bu t with the force constant y reduced 
to s hif t the eRN TA-like peak,::: to lOI,ler frequencies. 
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'.5. '1. COMP ARISON \HTH EXPERHlEl T 
No direc t m(nsurem~nt of the fl 11 vib~ational s pect rum of a -Ge by 
:i n _lu .st ic neutron scattet'iDg hi1 f ' yo:.' :-. l' ,ee n mad e , s o no s truc t ura l da n 
car. b e d ed u c ed from the results of Pi/ 'ur e 5.7. Our appClrent ' S U CCf:'::;S ' 
i n c ompHr i nG in detail the r~ lculat c d DOVS of Chapter 2 wi th the IR ond 
R~ mun s pectra of a - 8 i Hnd a -Gc prev~ ~ t 5 us from repea ti g the proces s 
.C1·C . All tho:' C.:l.n be s i d at this G ta~e i s t ha t the RDF c ompaJ ..l;:::ons 
or J3G-t.lOan ar;d Bobbs ( '1975) ar,d thf: result s of electroLic sr. ructure 
C,;JlCL: l:J ti o ns ( sf' e Cha pt e r 6) sue;e;cst that the structure (J,~ a ·7.-: is an 
i n tc r~edi8t c of the C-T D and C-T E model s . 
' ,I e: can, hOlrH"ver-, learn some thi ng of the Raman couplir,[~ to the DOVS 
i n ~-G(! wi thout making any assumptions a" to the detailEd nature of the 
di ~rla cc me nt induced pola risability in the solid ( c. f. Albe n et al 19 75). 
A:.:.;;urn i G t he br CI . . {d o'dn of all s 01ection r ule s so tl,at li g h t is s cat tered 
f 'r-om c.].l DOl' rna::' mod e s, Shukc r and GA.mmon (1970 ) ga ve t h<o follol"/in g 
e xpress ion for t he S t oke s int ensity for fir st -order scattering ; 
I(w ) "'L Cb(UJ ) LIt- r\ lLV)T)] lAJ dh(LV) 
b 
'{ he - G Cb is the coupl ing for ph o non branch b , n(w,T) is the Einstein-Bose 
[ ': nctiO!l ;tr,d bb (w ) i s the d e n s i ty of s tates for branch b. In Fi g ure 5~8a 
o )rcs e ~t the reduced Ra man spe ctrum 
1,<. ('-"')- 0.) I (l-u) lIlt. (t(w,T)J:c L (b jnCw) 
h (.').4.2) 
"ht:l l !le d y La nin (197)) , whi c h t he the ory indicates t o be s imply 
,- ,,1 ") t cd to t he d e ns i ti eS ~b (w) by the coupling con s tants C
b
• This 
~L G tu re i s supported by the plot o f the c oupling 
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~:;h O' Jn in FiGure 5.8b" The brokpn line is g(w) for tb e C-'1' D mod e l, . from 
whi ch C(w) was deduc ed. C(w) divide s into four regions~ each roughly 
c f'r. tred on the ve r tical lines ind i ca t ing the correspondi ng type of 
v j )('ation in the cl.'ystal. The r e sul t is therefore c onsistent with different 
rl prrecs of coupling to modes of diffe r ent cha racter and indica tes that 
lh ,. c : 'y ,j i.al line mode character i:3 r'a ther I-/ell preserved in t he a rn orphou s 
P ~t ;IC; I;' . T i le :3pi.1<0 at the upper edge of C(lll) arises from the broader 
[; ; ' ~ I (hl .i d th of the Raman data and is therefore probably due to background 
~nte 1si l y and/or second order scattering . Neither the experimental nor 
U I '. ~ or (:t ical curves are sufficiently re i.ia ble at lo\<ler frequenCies to 
2 
sltpport commen t on the validity of w be haviour of C(w) in the De bye -
ike reg 'on ( s ee King et al 1974) . 
(a) 
2 r (b) RarnQn coupl ing 
Rornan Intensity TA LA LO TO 
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Figu.re s.8 a) The expe.:irrle!!to.l R::iJ"~r~ ir;tEJ1sity of a - Ge (after Larrr;il} 1973) . 
b ) The Ra ma n coupl ing C(t2-I ) as a fU::ct~ 8;) of I':8oue :::cJ (full line) compared to the DOVS fo~' 




5.5 BOND- CHARGES IN MlORPHOUS Go 
C0 ;1 s i d 0 r nCM the efficacy of reducinrr the atom-Be force const;=tnt to 
:··,,-:)!' ,/duc -:· the exp rirnentally obcerv2d s hift of the TA-like peak in a-Ceo 
I n ' !,> br>r I s full SOl the flat TA b r a nches h.::tve frequencies which are 
eff8 c t i vely propo rtional to the ma gni tude of the bond · cha~Ge Zb. Fitting 
t Ill' c x pe .rimc Eta l data produces vfl.luc s of Zb in re.::tsonClble agreeme nt "lith 
PId l l.ips ' theo r y for both Group IV and III-V semiconductors (\lleber 1977, 
Ru s tac i a nd We be r 1976). But why should Zb decrease by about 15% in the 
I t js important to recotnise that Zb is an effective poi.nt charg e 
n-·p :··ese nt i':lg the distributior of chfl.;'ge built up in the r<' lSi on of 10\ver 
po :' e r:t ial be h:een neare~, t nei2;Lbour atoms. In terms of orbital. overlap~ 
t it" bor.' --c [wr-ge is de ri_ned as t he Ch.::ll'ge density in eXCi?S~3 of the atornJ.c 
c hi-J r ge d ell Gi t ie s . I n c-Ge, !lnl.rE; cf sp3 orbital s point to\<!ards each 
o ch0r a!:~ i n FiE,.·,'. r'e 5.9a but o.ue to the angular distortions in a-Ge, if 
-I-
pr~ fe c t sp~ hybridi sa tion is re t a ined, the overlap will be reduced i-Jnd the 
b () r ~d -chiL'ge vlill be mon~ diffuse, as illustrated in Figure 5.9b.. '1'0 
t n .... 'wrd ;; e a c h other, yet exchangp rC)Julsion tends to maintain the tetra-
il ,~ r'a l i:lYlG l . s . d-hyhridi s ation i.<5 ncc e si;3ry to construct four orbi.tal:, 
h n·'·! ' , '/('r, t- () p ; o rlO t r: I~ gc nc'il 1 ~; pr(' .,di n[~ out of the bond-ch:lf"l';!'. 
A ~or2 di f f us e band-c ha r c e as a re ~u lt of angula r disto~tions in the 
n.rn o !.' phous phase is consistent wi t h a s mallel' effect-i.vc ch:::I.1'[';e Zb in the 
cO;:'t'c:;ponding dynamic31 model. \'Ie the r efore expect. the obs erved vl e a ker 
bor:d ' . ,r; in t he metastable amorphous phase and the occur'ertcc of Fl semi-
c OLduc tot'-metal phase tra.nsition at a. lower prec.;Gurc compared to tha.t 




") Schemat i c diagr~m of s p· orbital overlap i n crystalline 
ge . rnanium. 
b) Reduction in overlap ca used by angular distortions . 
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,'~c:ai nst bhear . It is not unrea;-;ona ble that this should be 15% e ffect 
in the bond bending mode freque ncies , but there is no obvious calcu18tion 
t hnt would verify our be l ief th~t nngular di~tortions are the only 
C'l u s c of the TA sh i ft . In Bny event , it is very doubtful tha t the 
~ :Jsir~ '(L t gained by {'eliable char'ge - densi ty C:1 lcula tions fo -r' , say t the 
diw"o:Jd - cubic ar;Ci ST-12 Ge structu:ccs Hould merit t he e f for t in l/olvcd. 
For th i s reason in particular , no such calculat ion wa s pe r fo~med . 
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5.6 EXCESS SPECIFIC HEAT IN GL~SSY SOLIDS 
An e xc e ss ,specific heiJ.t reliJtive to their crysta lline counterp,qrts 
B t t emperature s of about 10K ~:; 0 eillS to be a ~roperty common to a great 
mn ny Gl assy solids. For example, eXC0SS specific heats have been 
ob se rved in each of the elemental Rmorphous semiconductors Ge (King et a]. 
1974 ), As (\-/u and Luo 1973) and Se (Berton Dnd Las jaunais 1973). In the 
De bye a pproximation of a parabolic DOVS, the specific heat C is proportional 
~ 
t o '1' / a t 1m" temperatures i.e. the Debye regime. Thus a peak in the 
3 
e xperimental plot of CiT agains t T identifies a pronounced peak in the 
vibrational spectrum. For ins tance the TA peak for c-Ge at about 22K 
reduces to one at about 18K for a-Ge. 
Since we have attributed the e xcess s pecific heat in a-Ge to angular 
u ic-; tortions and in a-Se to increa s ed inter-molecular separations, the s e 
hro iHechanisms may form the basis of a qualitati ve explaination of this 
pffect a s a natural conseque nce of structural disorder. The loss of 
lo~g-rance order will promote angular distortions in systems of higher 
c oord i na tion like a-Ge and increased molecular separations in systems of 
l ower coordina tion like a-See A system such as a-As , however, may be 
expe c ted to exhihit the effect for both reasons; in Chapter 3 we saw 
o t h~c a - As exhibits a 10 rms a ngu la r di s tortion and increas ed inter-
l~ yc s epa ra tions. To determine whi ch ha s the grenter effect on the 
l ow-ts mpera turc s pec i fi c heat, we r equire a more complet e description 
o f the vib~ational behaviour of rhombohedral As. In spite of this, our 
~ implc qualitative mecha nism s for the excess specific heat in a-Ge and a-Sa 
pr ovide a reasonable basis for asserting that whenever this effect occurs, 
it i s a logical consequence of s tructural disorder. 
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CIU..?TER SIX ELECTRONS IN AMORPHOUS GERMANIUM 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we present) by WRy of completpnes~ calculations of 
the vRlence ~\nd densities of states (VEDOS) a ppropiatp to the ncri~~ of 
CRN models of a-Si/a-Ge of Table 5. 1 . Pre vious calcu.la tions by Ke lly and 
Bul l~ tt (1976a) have already shown tha t network topology is the ma in 
d0 l c rmino nt of the shape of the VEDOS and s uggested that the typical 
s t r ucture of a-Si/a - Ge is that of the Polk model VJith fe~Jer odd-membe red 
r i gs . Our results enable us to define better the typical structure of 
i1 - Sj./iJ ~· Ge and pre s ent s ome interesting impliea tions for the consid eration 
of t opo1ogical di s order in other su ch sys t ems . 
Expcrime!'lta l datF.l on the VBDOS of crys tAlline tlnd amorphous 3i and 
Go ha ve bcpn provided by XPS (Ley, KOI-Jalcy z,k , Pollak and Shirley 1972 , 
En;.; t man, Freeouf and Erbuda k 1974) a nd optica l measurements (Pierce and 
Spi cer 1972). The aa ta of 1,ey e t al a re reproduced in Figurt' 6~ 1. 
'/,'it, lin the one-electr on D.ppr'oxi.rnation , the photo-emission intens ity at 
ener~y E due to photons of enerBY ~oo may be a9proximated by 
(6 . 1 . 1) 
i f 
n dcnotcG de nsity of initial st a te s , n denotes density of final 
.: :., ', ,", s (including tha t of the photo-electro:1) and d denote s thA emission 
l; :· () G :; -~; cctlon. For l a rge 1100 the finCl.l sta tes are "featurele s s free - electron 
-like ba nd~ so I(E) r eflects the VBDOS modulated only by the photo-
emi ssion cros s-section . Thus the peak heights all differ in Figure 6 . 1 
by v1Ttue of the differing cross - sections for 38 , 3p, 4s and 4p electrons. 
Despi te this, the results show that the gross features of the VBDOS are the 
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Fir; ure 6.1 V3lence band XPS data for crystalline and amorphous 5i 
and Ge (aft e r Ley et al '972). 
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Figure 6.2 Electronic density of state s for Si/Ge calcula ted using 
the Wcaire-Thorpe tight-binding Hamiltonian. 
t hr- retention of the crystalline short-rnnge order in the amorphous 
ph :'1[;e. The VBDOS of Ct~ystalline Si and Ge as calculated by Joannopoulos 
nnd Cohen ('1973) U:'iing; the Empirical Pseudopotential Method (EPM) are 
nlso included in Figure 6.1 for reference. In detail, the differences 
betwee n the crystalline and amorphous phases are; 
1. The p-pe~k at the top of the VB is preserved but skewed over towards 
E wi th R perceptibly reduced half-width. F 
2. A da tectable minimum between s-like and p-like states is retained. 
;). 'fhC' Im'i-lyine s-statc fi nre smoothed considerably, but 8 s ma ll dip 
is de tectable . 
A very fruitful theoretical approach to these phenomena is the simple 
t ::'Ght-binding theory of \veaire et al (It/caire and 'I'horpe 19711 Thorpe and 
\,i e& i r e '971, IVeaire, Thorpe and Heine 1972, Thorpe, v/eaire and Alben 
'973 ). Their Hamiltonian includes non-zero, structure-independlnt m3trix 
3 
e J cme nt s only between sp orbitals associated with the same atom i (V,) 
or the same bond j (V2 ) i.e. 




The energy l e vel spectrum for the dia mond-cubic structure cRlculated 
W oi f1 2; t h~s Hamiltonian with IV211 IV,I > 2 is pre~.ented in Fic;ure 6.2. 
This simple model Bives a reas onable description of the valence band 
of crystalline Si/Ge (see Fi gure 6.') but inter'<1ctions out to much 
!'ur c'1er neighbours would be required for an adequi3.te descl' iption of the 
inr · · ~:; ;'tend e d conduction states. The utili ty of the approach lies in 
it s analytic tractability_ For example~ I;Jeaire and Thorpe have shown 
that the bounds on the valence and conduction bands shown in Figure 6.2 
hold for any four-f old coordinated structure, thus explaining the existence 
of a ba nd-gap in am orphous Si/Ge. 'l'hey have also quantitatively reli3.ted 
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t he s-sti1.tc p::u'ts of the valence alid cO:lduction ba nds to the simpl'~ s-band 
Ha miltonian discuss ed in Chapt e r 2, thereby linking both the vibrational 
a Ld electroni c peope r'tie s to th(~ structure of the solid. We therefore 
e):pect a <, ignificant filling of the s-state dip in thp. amorphous phase 
VEDOS to a r ise from the presence of odd-membered rings, a s discussed in 
th~ DOVS case for a-Ge in Chapter 2. Weai re and Thorpe have a lso proved 
t ha t the p-state '-functions at the tops of the bands in Figure 6.2 depend 
only on four-fold coordination, hence explaining the preservation of the 
VB p- peak in the amorphous phase. To see this for the VB case, consid e r 
h o~ ma ny orthogonal pure p-bonding wavefunctions can be constructed; 
wi t hout matching conditions, there are 3N orthogonal p-states in all 
(3 pe r at om) but the requirement of perfect bonding everywhere leads to 
the 2N constraints that the coefficients of the orbitals along any path 
are equa l in mngnitude with the sign sequence ••• ++--++-- ••• i.e. one 
mnt ching condition per bond a nd btO bonds per atom. Thus there are at 
J eLl r;t 3N-2N=N pure p-bonding fune tion ~'i . They form a p-statc 6-func tion 
conta i 0i ng one state per atom at the top of the VB. For the conduction 
b i:l.nd case ~ pure antibondir:['; p-states are considered. 
Complementary to the work of \~cairc et al are the EPI-I calcula tions 
0 _ t he electron densities of states of polymorphs of 8i a nd Ge 
r~ported by Joannopoulos and Cohen (1973). Correlating difference s in 
the electroni c properties of the differe nt polymorphs ,tlith their structu ral 
C 11;Jl".o(c t eri s t,ic s , leads by an(l,logy to interpretation of the electronic 
f " D1:ure <; of the amorphous phase. These authors made use of the tra nsfe rability 
of the ps c udo pot ential form factor to calculate electron d ensities of 
s t ; Lu ; fo r both Si [lr..d Ge atoms on the diamond-cubic I wurtzite, BC-8 
~, rl ST-1 2 lRttic 8s. The y fou~d a smoothing of the VB s-sta tes by the 
Not e t ha t s om e arbitrarines s occurs in the interpolation of form factor 
da ta f or an atom in different structures , as di s cussed for Ge by Aymerich 
a nd S~ith (1973); bowever this is unlikely to effect the general conclusions 
pr'c si' n ted here . 
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odd rings presen t in the ST-12 structure and that the conduction band 
DOS is smoothed in the more disordered structures, in agreement with the 
optical data for the amorphous phase. Although the VB p-peak is preserved 
in all of the s pectra, it is skewed slightly to higher energie s for those 
structures with eclipsed second neighbour bonds (i.e. wurtzite and ST-12). 
Now, the broadening of the p-state S-function in the Weaire-Thorpc model 
is produced by second neighbour interactions (see for example Kelly and 
Bullett 1976a) and is therefore sensitive to the dihedral a ngle distributioll. 
Thus , it appears that a larger concentration of eclipsed bonds, associated 
with odd rings in the ST-12 structure and random networks l leads to an 
inc r ease in the number of p-states at higher energies. No convincing 
explaJ na tion of this has yet been given; we may naively expect the meta -
s ~ability of the amorphous phase to be mirrored by an increase in the 
nveragc energy of the p-states, which localise electrons in the bonds, 
G j~c, it i~ the bond-charges which provide the stability of the st ructure 
uG~in st shear. There may be some subtle connection between this behaviour 
a lid the TA-shift of a-Ge discussed in Chapter 5 since both phenomena are 
intimat e ly connected with the bonding electrons . 
In the next sect jon we d0scribc our calculations and how much they 
d ~pc n d on the previous work of Kelly and BuJ.lett. The VBDDS r esul ts for 
o~r s e ri es of eRN's using tw o paramet e r Gets are presented in Section 6.3 
lInd diccusscd in Section 6.4. 
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A convenient 0ay of generating the valence bands of a t etr~hedrR lly 
coo ~'d -ina t(' d semiconduct or is by consid erat iJ)n of a tight-binding basis 
of bonding orbitals along the (1 1 1), (11 1), (1 1 1) and (1 11) 
di.rections . Consider the more general cuse of the zincblende structure 
i.e . t he dia mond-cubj,c struc ture of Figure 1.2 but with dif feren t atomic 
s pe c i es on the two sublattices. The secular equation 1 ., 3. 3 is set up as 
outlined in Section 1. 2 by computing the sums 1. 3. 4 for matrix elements 
between first ne i ghbour bonds with common A a nd B atoms (V1 A, V1B) , 
, 0 
s e cond ne i ghbour b onds with d i hedral angl e 60 (V2) and second ne ighb ou r 
oOl ld ,,,; ,l ith dihedral angle 1800 (V3) . Setting the energy of the isolated 
bond to zero prcduces the Hami l tonian matrix 
vi h(~:, '~' 
TL ,!s , 
H" H it H" H '4 
,. 
H , t Ii 1 '> HI- Y H'L H = 
-
;f H ,), H ' .... H ,) H, ) 
\' • 
-t-
/-1.. 'r H H Ly H,.,. 1..-
(III I /\ 1111) HII ::: H 
H Il 0 (III/Alill> 
H" -:: 2 v3 [ c-~('L ' d) r'-"', (-vn) r W\LH''-)] 
H L t = LV;) [ IP) ( "- r ;) ) -t ""'" C(r ~ ) -r W) ( e - J,) ] 
H~l = 2 V!l [ '-<T~ (x- () ) r w ' ( ';it- ~) t- LC$ (t- >< J] 





whe re x=ak etc. a nd k=(k ,k ,k ) denote s a point in the FCC Brillouin 
x - x y z 
zone shown in Figure 2.2a. Thi s Hamiltonian is t he same as that used by 
Shevchi k et al (1 974). Diagonal i sing the matrix 6.2.1 analy ticall y at 
the r, X and L points of the zone gi ves use ful expressions fo r the 
v81e:lce band energy l evels and degene racie s in terms of the matrix elements 
V1A , V1B, V2 and V3 . In the notation of Figure 6.3c, 
r! :: 
x · , 
;<. , 
x, 
L ~ 1 
L :.: , 
3 (v,., 1 v, () .. 4-V L ) ... f:, v 3 
tv,/.l""" 0) -2\13 - [(V,Af-V,o ·' ... . n)'t-:3 (v,(.j-I',o) 1 J '/£ 
(VI"l+V, 0 )-2V3 'r [(\I'A '~V,(lrI.rV»)'-r"(V'''I-v''~~)'J 1/;:. 
For Si and Go the matrix element s V1A and V1B are equal and the energy 
l c:. ve l notation goes over to that of Figures 6 . 30. and 6. 3b. 
Figure 6.3a illutrates the valence band s t r uctur e for Si calculated 
with the matrix elements deduced by BuJlett (1 974 ) from first principles. 
The m2trix elements are obtained by integ~ation us ing bonding orbital 
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") 
wAuefunctions derived from normalised bonding combinations of sp' orbitals 
a~d the approximation that an electron feels the free-atom potential of 
t he near~st atom with all others fully screened. Although this probably 
l ead s to over -correlation of the electrons, the validity of the approach 
it,)::; been exhF.\\Jstively tested by Bullett (1974). The simplicity of the 
:lp;.)Y oach is invaluable in determining hO'lI the matrix elements vo.ry wit h 
tne a ~gular orientations of the orbitals (see below). Bullett's parameters 
f o~ ' Si are 
V1A =V 1J3=: -1. 2eV V3 =+O.17eV (6.2.4) 
'I'he VBDOS of Fi [~u re 1l.3a compare s well 'tlith the EPiv! result for the 
d . ;jmo :1d - cub ic s truc ture calculated by J oannopoulos and Cohcn and includcd 
i n Fie ur2 6.'; except that the L, peak is rather too close to the top of 
t h~ band . Thi s is remedied in the band structure shown in Figure 6.3b where 
the matrix elements have been adjusted to ensure a more realistic L1 peak 
posi t i o~ using the equations 6.2.3. In this case the matrix elements 
V1 A=V1B=-1.3eV V2=-O.16eV V3=+0.38eV (6.2.5) 
FiGure 6.3c shov!s the VB structure of GaAs fitted, u[;ing equations 
6. 2.3, to the l eoults of an EPl'l calculation by Cohen and Bergstresser 
( 1966) . The parameters are 
V1A=-2 . 0eV V2 :=- O.1 0eV (6.2.6) 
V1 I3=- 1.0eV 
':1>:: i.:-lclud::= this result to facilitate later discussion in relation to the 
VBDOS of a morphous III-V c ompound~as typified by~-GaAs. 
For the vanas Recursi on calculations we make use of the matrix 
el emen t interpolation formulae derived by Bullett (1974). Assuming 
n eF;li~able bond length deviations in a-Si/a-Gel the ma trix elements 
between first and second neighbour bonds were calculated as functions 
of hond angles (e) and dihedral angles (~) respectively . The interpolation 
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b) Val e nce band - s t ructure for Si from fitted parame t ers . 
c) Valence band-st r uctu re for G~As from fitted parameters. 
f or ulne for Si are 
V =-1.2+0001 2M 
'I eV 
V2=-0 .1 3-0. 30cos~ eV 
90 
wi th G 8.lid P measured in degrees . Assuming the same functional de pendance 
of t he matrix elements, we have deduced a se cond set of formulae which 
r~ pro uce equation 6. 2. 5 in the e - Si case ; these are 
v =-1 . 3+0. 01368 
1 
eV 
V ~+0 . 02 -0 . 36 cosp eV 
2 
(6. 2.8) 
Using these fo rmulae and the angular deviations and dihedral angles 
d f: r:i. '·Jed from the eRN coordinates , we deduce the correspondin~ Hamiltonian 
r.',i t ,-i x f rom ,,.,hieh the VBooS is generated us ing the Re cursion me thod in the 
. ~ u a l manner . (See Append i x 1. 3 ) . 
G~) RECURSION RESULTS 
The results of the VBDOS calculations u8i~G Bullett's inte~polation 
fo r mulne appropiate to the diamond-cubic structure and the series of 
eRN's listed in Table 5u1 are shown in Figure 6.4. The Brillouin zone 
int ec :'ation result i s repeated for comparison v.Jith the diamond-cubic 
Rf~ c~rsion result, indicating the reliability of the latter and wh ich 
7' C.:J. tClrc~3 can be attr:Lbutcd to cluster-size and numer-ieal e ff2c t s . The 
DOS \'Ia 5 calculated to 15 levels of the continued fraction to obtain 
adc:qua te resolution of the L1 peak. Al though the compar' ison iEi not as 
suc ce c .=; ful as in sorne of our previous appl ications, we feel thAt useful 
i nformAtion can s till be extracted. Each of the CRN results is em aver-age 
over 10 central bonds, there being neglig'ble differences between averages 
over 5 and 10 such bonds. 
Un~il(e the vibcational spectra presented in ChFlpter 5, the form of 
t he VBDOS for t he CRN ' s Clre a most co:nple tely determined by their 
t opologi ca l structures. Thi s is emphasised by the arrangcmcllt of the 
mod e: ls in order of increasing odd-membered ring concen trA- tions. C011[;ider 
the Str,:inhardt model ; although it has by far the s malles t rms ene;ular 
djstor t ion , i t fits in a t the end of the series due to its high concentration 
or odd r i ngs . The fundamental importanc e of network topology is also 
c ~phOGis0d by t he results of some inves tigative calculations performed 
Ly Ke lly and Bullett (1976a). They .set a ll llG=Oo , V2 (,6)=V2 (60o) for 
O°{. 1><90o and V2 (;5')=V2 (180
o ) for 90°.{fS'<1800 and stUl obtained the same 
b;, s i c r es ults for' the Polk And C':lflnel l -Temkin CRN's. The obser-ved 
t opolog i cal dependinces of the s- and p-like states are in excellnnt 
~ c~e eme n t wjth the a~gument s and results di6cussed in Section 6.1. 
I n Figure 6.5 theVBDOS ca lcCll ated using the modified interpolation 
f o ~mulae of equation 6.2.8 are presented. The improved description of 
t he L1 peak position in the crytalline case carries over to modify the 
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dC'tt~ils of the eRN results . The ret")ults of both sets of calculations 
are (iscussed in the following section. 
DIAMO ND CUBfC 
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VI3DO~) f or th e eRN' s of Ta ble 5.1 cal cula tp.d u~; i. ne Bullettls 
in te rpol li tion s cheme ; the broken line i fi the dia mond-cubic 
re s ult obta i ned by Brillouin zone integration. 
DIAMOND CUBiC 



























Ficu "e 6 .5 The same re~3U t as in Fi~llre 6 . 4 but calculated usi nc; 
the a djus t ed interpolation scheme f or the ~atrix e lemen ts 
(see t ext). 
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G.'±- DI: ;CUSSTON 
In thi.s section the results of the Recursion calculations shown 
'. It Ficures 6.4 and 6.5 are discussed in terms of the typic .":,l t opological 
scr:.lctu ·" e.s of a-Si/a-Ge rind amorphous III-V compounds, as typified by 
~-G·~As. Some interesting general points al so aribe out of th~ discussion. 
Conside ring the XPS data of FiGure 6.1 and the results for the 
Co nr:-· U. -Tcmkin and Ste inhardt models in Figure 6.4 reveals I<lhy Ke11y and 
Bull e tt reached the conclusion that the typica l structure of a-Si/a-Ge 
j:.; th<\ t of the Steinhardt (or Polk) model but with fewer odd ringe. 
C omp8 ri~g the data with the results fo r the serie s of CRN's of Table 5.1 
cr:.' :b1cs us to 8sttmat e more cloiA'ly the typic!'!l number of odd rinGs 
IJr ·-;"d . Looking through the VBDOS fo[, an Dlmost fiUed .s-[- t,flte dip and 
8. sl ig~ t ly skewed and narrow ed p-peak 10ads us to conclude that the 
typ.i c ,:-d E;tructure of a-Si/a- Ge lips bC!twpen those of t ho c -'r ]) and E 
mod~ ls. Re ferring to Table 5 .1 t herefore reveals quanti t a tive bounds 
t - . t J' t' f G P ~ v: t .J f' . t' f 0:'1 . e LL ng s a C"LSlCS 0 a- 0. e ril <1 pS a more ftPP : ·OP,;L3. e ll C l n l lon 0 
t opology thun the averace numbers of n-me~be red rings pass in through 
an at om i s the wrong bODd concentrat ion; for a-Ge we estimate therefore 
a wroDg bond conc entrat i on f of 5 or 6 %. 
We wou. d e xpe ct further calculations aimed at improving this es timate 
cf f to he hampp ed by the i mper f ections of our Hamilt onian. Indeed , the 
notic e .b le dip betvlccn s- and p-likp. states in the XPS data is absent 
jn t he CRN results of Figure 6.4 because the L1 peak in the crystalline 
c::~ se i s too clo.se to the VB maximum. (See Figure 6.3a). This de ficieilcy 
l ~ r emoved by the adjustment of BUllett's parameter s to give better 
A I ':J rong bond' is de fined as a bond bet\o1cen like a tt)ms 't/hen 'i/O try to 
f orm the CRt'll from hlo atomic species such that each atom i s bonded to 
fO IlT neighbours of the other sp ecies. 
afj r ecrn ent .. lith the EPM results for-the diamond-cubic case. 1'he VBDOS 
calculo.ted Hith the modified interpolation formulae are shown in Figure 6.5 
wh~re it is noticea ble that an s-p-like minimum is evident in both the 
C-'i' D and E results. Given the retention of this small dip in the eRN 
re sults , 1,le may expect it to be amplified to the extent shown in the XPS 
da t a du e to the different scatterinc cross-sections for sand p electrons. 
The results of Figures 6.4 and 6.5 also illustrate that a s urprisingly 
J [l r ,-,c OlJrnber of odd rings are required before the resulting VEDOS is 
notlceably different from that of a purely even-membered ring structure. 
The )'e is ve r y l i ttle qualitative difference bet\-Jeen the resul ts for the 
or i Li nel C-T and the C-T D models, yet the latter already contAins a 
.sjgn~ ricant proportion of wro!1g bonds Cf=4-. 2"/o ). This result may be of 
u: ;(: i 1 considerations of the topological d e pend~nce of electronic structure 
in other disord e red sy~ ~creG . For example, Shevchik (1977) has measured 
the 'ens ities of states of crystalJine and a morphous As and sug~est s one 
(If hi.s re~oults : ,.,- y be evidenc ·:) of a purely even-ringed structure:. Our 
rl ~:;ul ts :indica te that, should this resu l t apply to an amorphous sample j 
a s i gnif icant proportion of odd rings may in fact be pre s ent, but in 
insufficient quantity to noticeably effect the electronic energy level 
s t ructure. 
De ~pite our systematic approach to the inter-d cpendince of topological 
,"Ind electronic structure, have we learned anything wortlwhile about a-Ge? 
Cer ta i nly the wrong bond fraction consistent with the model calculation 
.'.1::6 the xpS dFlta is known more closely, but no significant improvement 
over t he contribution of Kelly and Bullett has been achieved. Ind eed, 
f r om comp') r ing the RDF's of theirs B.nd the Polk model \'/i th the experimental 
dJ t a, Co nnell a nd Temkin (1974) s uggested that the real structure is an 
average of the hlo. lile tlre fortunate in having the series of Cp~I S 
g enerat ed by Beema n and Bobbs (1975) as a basis for calculations relevcwt 
---------------~---
a gr eement \-/ith the EPM retiults for the diamond- cubic ca s e. The VBDOS 
ca 1 cul8 ted \Oli th th e modified interpolation formulae are s holtJn in Figure 6.5 
where it is noticeable that an s-p-like minimum is evident in both the 
C-T D and E results. Given the retention of thi s small dip in the CRN 
re::;ll l ts 1 ",e may expect it to be Qrnplified to the extent shovtn in the XPS 
data due to the differe nt scattering cross-sections for sand p electrons. 
The reGult s of Figures 6.4 and 6.5 also i ll us trate that a surprisingly 
l arge nll mber of odd rings are required be fore the resulting VBDOS is 
notic 8a bly different from that of a purely even-membered ring s tructure . 
T;1; 1'e is very l 'ttle qualitative diffe r e nc e be h/cen the result s for the 
o ~ i g i na l C-T a nd the C-T D models, ye t th e latter already contains a 
signi fic a nt proportion of wrong bond s (f=4 .2%). This result may be of 
U:,8 i n cons iderat ions of the topologic o. l d e pend~nce of electronic structure 
i n o ther disordered Gy~tems. For e xampl e , Shevchik (1977) has mea sured 
th de nsi tie s of states of crys tal l ine a nd a morphous As and suggests one 
(I f hi ,<" r e :o: ult s rna,y be evidence' of a purely even-cin ged structure . Our 
f' ( ~ , : u l t s in di cate that, should thi s re s '.11t apply to an amorphou s s ample, 
il ':;i [; I! 1 ~' icant proportion of odd rings may in fact be pre sent, but in 
ins uf f icient quantity to noticeably effect the electronic energy level 
c; t n ctUf'e G 
Dl: :; pite our systematic a pproa ch to the inter-dcpend~nce of topological 
3 !rl e l ectronic structure, have we learned anything worthwhile about a-Ge? 
Certainly the wrong bond fraction consistent with the mod e l calculation 
;, ; ,rl the XPS dClLl is known more close ly, but no significant improvement 
ove r the contribution of KelJ,y and Bullett has been a chieved. Indeed, 
f r'om c ompa r ing the RDF's of theirs and the Polk model wi th the experimental 
dv tCl , Co nn .Il and Temkin (1974) sucgested that the real structure is an 
a ve ra;je of the hlO. He a re fortuna te in having the series of CRN's 
ge ne rated by Beeman and Bobbs (1975) as a basis for calculations relevant 
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No such series exist for other systems such as G-·-A,; or 
any of th ~ oxide glasses; but do ',Ie really need them? Comparing our 
r. -r .,d ,tro \"ith those of Kelly and Bullett illustrates the 1<1111 of dimilli ,·.:;hin/" 
r e turns. It seems t hat identifying the topological structure of un 
arnorph()us solid by comparison of detailed electronic structure calculation:, 
v,rith XPSjUPS and optical data is very fruitful. However, calculations 
fOT only two or three models of very different topologie s sh()uld be 
sufficient t() identify a t ypical topological structure. We therefore 
hVDI? our results \Vill lead to some labour saving in the modelling s tudi.es 
of other disor dered systems. 
Do our results bear any relevance to the structure of amorphous 
I I I - V compounds? The band structure of c-Ga As shovm in Figure 6. 5c is 
not iceably diffe r ent from that of c-Ge in tha t a gap exists between the 
L2 0nd L, p2aks as a result of the non-equivalence of the ma trix elements 
V1A and V1B ( see Equation 6.2.3). XPS data on the valence bands of 
a rno r phous III-V compounds reported by Shevchik et al (1974) reveal two 
irn po:, tant differences from the results for a-Si/a-Ge. The deep s -lU-::e 
d i p is retained and the p-peak is less skewed over to higher energies. 
Thus, t he topological implications of previous work and the r e~uLts of 
c ur more realistic model calculations are consis tent with a ncgligable 
f nlction of wrong bonds in amorphous III-V compounds. The s-state dip 
l' <, ,:> retained by virtue of the splitting present in the crys tal and the 
~ jmpl e 8-band argument of Joannopoulos and Cohen (1973). The reduced 
modification of the p-peak is con s istent with there being fewer ecJipsed 
s econd neighbour bonds l as expe cted in a n eve n-membered ring structure 
(Connell and Temkin 1974). Full network Recursion calculations for 
a-GaAs a re certainly feasibl e , given BUllett's technique for ca lculating 
mAtr ix e lements, but the results are unlikely to reveal anything that has 
not a lready been inferred. (See also Joannopoulos and Cohen 1976). 
CH APTER SEVEN OPTICAL PHONONS IN TIN DICHALCOGENIDES 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
I n this somewhat parenthetic chapter we describe the use of si mple 
forc e constant models i of the type so far a pplied to amorphous semiconductors, 
j~ determining which forces are chiefly responsible for the cbser ved 
opt. i cal phonon anisotropies in the layer compounds SnS2 and SnSc 2" The 
.t:brn::l t1 - and IR-F,ctive zone-centre modes of these materials ha.l.'e beE-'n found 
t o exhibit very different frequenc ies for atomi c motions parallel and 
pc rpF ndicular to the layers (Smith et al 1977. Lucov sky et a l 1976). This 
!l1c1Y be naively at t ributed to strong j.onic/covalent bondi ng 'rlithin the 
layers , which interact only weakly via Va n der Waal's forces. A more 
fundamental unders ta nding of this bO I1Bviour, nO\\'ever, would be p::'eferredo 
Since no measurement of the phono n di spersion in e ithe r SnS2 or 
SnSe., hitS yet bee n repor ted, y.!e are re s t r icted as to the l:umbe r of force 
L 
COl!:'.iL dlts that can be used to describe the latt ice dynamics and !~ubseque ntly 
ev,<Lll<3Ced by fitting to experimenta l data. The task \"e sct ourselves, 
i ~ :'refore , is t o obtain a satisfactory least-~quares fit to four optically-
.'-lc·,iv(! zO~1e-c e ntre modes using a maximum of three short-r~\ngA force 
cons ~unt s . In this way some indica t ion of the more important forces in 
these materia ls can be obtaincd~ 
I~ the next sec tion the structure and polytypi s m of th e tin 
d5ch0~coc;enidcs is described. Our cal culations and conclusion,,; are 
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7.2 STRUCTURE Af'i"D POL YTYFES 
SnS 2 and SnSe 2 occur in the cadmium iodide structure; Figure 7.1a 
i l lustrates the two-dimensional ligand-metal-ligand (L-M-L) sandwich 
st r'ucture in "Ihich the M a toms arc oct.qhedrally coordina ted to six 
nc ~t'r Gt-ncighbour L atoms. The he xago na l l a ttice and a single unit cell 
contai ning three basis at.oms are depicted in Figure 7.1b. Throughout 
tb e following, the L-M-L sandwiches a r e assumed to he sta cked so thRt thpre 
jr onl y ope sandwi ch pe r unj_t cell - this is known as the 2H structure . 
Th~ l !3 the> ba s is and lattice of 2H-CdI2 are completely defined by Figu re 7.1 
~~d i t follows that the corresponding Brillouin zone is the same as tha t 
used for trigonal Se and To (see Fi gure 4.4). 
I f t hc: L-M-L smiwiches al'e s tacked so thFlt more than one so.ndwich 
li.e s within the unit cell, various polytypes of SnS2 and SnSc 2 l'N;ult. 
'rhL:W hieh e r poly'types are inte r esti nrs in that the y exhi bi t optically-
~ c ti v e rirsid -Iaye r shear modes with characteri s tically low frequ encies , 
l' 0flcct i ng the loJeak :i nter-Gandwich interact ions . The structu r es :.l ~l d 
'[' .L r.:;id --:tiye r modes o f the 4H and 6H pol ytypes of SnS2/SnSe 2 , whi ch hove 
two and three sa ndwiches per unit cell respectively, have been discusse~ 
by Smit h et a1 (1977). Our simpl e treatme nt of the 2H structure natu ral ly 
prec lud es any discussion of these modes, our present interest lies more 






d van der Waols gap 




Fi gur o:- 7 . '1 a) 'I'he octahed.::-al c oordinat i on and sandvlich structure of 
the CdI2 crystal. 
y 
i t .'1-., - - ---, 
ce ll 
Fj gure 7.1 b) The h exagonal lattice and three - a tom hasis of the 
CdI2 c rystal. 
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7.3 OPTICAL ACTIVITY 
TIle three-atom basi s of the 2H-CdI2 structure gives rise to nine 
vj.brational modes at D.!1y point in the zone . At the zone-centre there 
a ~ e t hre e doubly-decenerate modes in the basal plane (denoted E) and 
three no~-degenerate modes paral le l to the c-axis (denoted A). These 
modes decompose into the irreducible representations (Lucovsky at 13.1 ) 
r!':I Oy arc f', ep:Hated into acoustical, Ramiln -acti ve optical and IR-a cti vc 
o ~., I ; ·Lc n l modes by their transformation prope ties; for ins tar.ce Rama n-
a cti ve (rR-active) modes are symmetric (anti-symmetric) under invers ion. 
The r esults of the analysis provide the foll owing assignments; E and g 
'. ar e Raman-"ctive, E and A2 are IR-ac tive . The results of the 
J- 1g u u 
Group The ory are indispensible jn correctly a ssigning the experimentally 
observed frequencies to the corresponding vibrations but they a r e not 
c r itical to thi s discussion. Once the dynamical matrix is constructed 
and diaGona l~sed a t the zone-centre, the eigenvectors, effective rna s s es 
ann dege neracies of the modes leave no doubts as to which ejgenfrequencies 
to co:npare with the experimental data ( see be low). Expeh.me ntallYJ of 
C01 rse, the mode ass ignments are "made by observation of their depolarisation 





Using force constants defj~ed as suggested by Keating, several 
c ombi Rt ions of force s between the metal and ligand atoms were tried 
1)0' fore rnakinr, the final choice . The potential expressions \vere set up 
~s in prev ious ~pplications and the corresponding dynamical matrices were 
d e r ived. Since we required to fit only zone-centre modes~ once a 
c ombir~ t i on of forces was chosen it was possible to assess whether or 
no t: it r e produced the observed anisotropies without the need for 
deta iled calculation. 
First attempts involved intra-sandwich faces only; using M-M, M-L 
CI ,d L-L ccntr'a l forces produced a poor fit, ?s did using a 1-1-L ce ntral 
force with both L-M-L and M-L-M bond bending forces. The latter model, 
hO\'J(:ver~ bf'carnc no \<Jorse on omittii1g the L-M-L bond bending contrihution, 
t hus a l l owing us to choose the third force to act between the sandwiches . 
Ch oosi ng the inter-sand\'/ich force to be a L-L central force signi ficantly 
i mpr oved the fit to the zone-centre mod8 S . 
,..L 
L 
Tho potential expression for the final mode l is 
(7.4.1) 
'" h8!'e 0:. is the intra-sand\'Jidl M-L central forces 0 i~; the incer-sar:dvJich 
L-L c e nt ral force and y is the intra-sand\'Jich M-L-M bond bending force. 
The: dynamical matrix corresponding to CI. general point ~ in the hexagonal 
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B~i l]ouin zone is given in Appendix 7.4. The effective masses and 
deceneracies of the non-zero zone-centre mode frequencies make the 
f ollowing zone-centre mode assignments for the CdI2 structure obvious; 
w L (C:J ) :: I ( f5 ,;( -t (1 p r r ) (1. IjM(t1V ( ;I. 2. ) I'\'\. 
w~ ((4 )= , (f?~T 3/~ ~ r4-5 ) R0MAIV (X I ) Id 1"'''-
wL(fu)= [I~~~J (e"T~r) [ (2, (X 2-) 
(7.4.2) 
W L (A ):: [ ~ -r-.L J 2« 1'1 It"'- (e~r1r~) I P.. ()( I) 
where M is the metal atom ma ss and m is the ligand a tom ma ss . 
The results of the least-squares fits to the experimental data for 
S~S2 and SnSe 2 are presented in Table 7.1, where they arc comp~red with 
t he mea s ured Raman and IR frequencies fo r the ~[forms. The corresponding 
eiGenvectors are depicted in terms of the 1-M-1 'mole cu le' displacement s . 
~~e Ro~an modes parallel and perpendicular to the ba sal plane c learly 
d i 3play inversi on symmetry and why the metal atom mass does not enter 
t l i':: Go rr-esponding frequency expression. 'Phe IR ac tive modes ore clearly 
of dipola r ch;H<\cL~r. All of t he experimental fre quencie:; <lrc fitted \·!itll 
l"~ :;b tha n 8% 2YTOr' I the fit bein~ noticeably better for th e selenide. 
I t iG the quality of fit obtained with the present model which sUGge sts 
tha t Game of the most important forces in these mater ials have been 
isola ted. The values of the force constants obtained are 
0,:::0·3725 ~=::0.181 y:::2.72 
SnSc 2 
0:=::0.2275 ~=0.154 y=2.43 (7.4.4) 
I 
I ( cm -1 ) 
I Frequencies i 
Syn1Jlletry Activity Di splacements SnS2 SnSe2 
Theory Expt . Theory Expt . 




0 322 . 6 315a 187 . 0 187 . 5a • Q 
y 




J.. ~ 336 . 2 340b 239.8 24 1 b @ 
I I ~ I 
- --- - - -
I _ 
-
a) Smith et al (1977) b) Lucovsky et al (19 76) 
Table 7 . 1 Comparison of experimental and fit t ed opt i cally- active zone- centre mode 
frequencies in SnS2 and SnSe2 . -' ~ 
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The phonon dispec-sion for SnS2 al one the principle symme tl'Y direc tions 
o f the hexagona l zone are presented in Figure 7 . 2; the results for SnSe
2 
di ffe~ only in that the bands are less well separa ted into regions of 
;-",; -Il s tic and opti c chara cter . The zer'o- freque ncy mode at the K- point 
co;'respoeld s t o a shea ri ng moti.on of adjac e nt sar,d\."i ches ; since only 
c ('nt r .3. 1 i n ter-Sell d\" ich f orces ar c' lls ed in t.h e fi.nn l model , t.here are no 
,'C:;to~i l1[ ~ forces for such v:~ bra ti ons . The r esult s show rea sonable general 
·.I~:;r- (;·e m(~ l~t with the oval.l a ble ex perime ntal data on the dispers ion in CdI
2 
l"('portc c1 by DOl'ner , Ghosh a:1d Ha rbeke (1976), \"hj ch d ocs not include any 
ooti c r.1(Jde branches. Th e DOVS f or S:1.8
2 
and SnSe2 calculat ed hy sRmpling 
4120 Jo ints in t he irreducble zone and smoothing the resultant hi s t ograms 
a r 'e shown in Figure 7. 3. Since t he model parameters were fitted at the 
ZO~!c- c <:n t.re only , it i s unlikely that these s pe ctra .... ill bear more tha n 
i 1 gene ral resemblance t o the c orre sponding DOVS for the r eal materials . 
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Figure 7 . 2 Phonon dispersion alo~g some principa l symmetry directions 
of the hexagonal zone for S~S2; the frequencies of the 
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F i.gure 7. 3 Vibrational s pectra for SnS2 and Sr~e2 calculated by sampling 
over the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone. 
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7.4 DISCUSSION 
The observa tioD the t t~1C final dynamical model gives poorer resnl ts 
fo r SnS2 than SnSe2 is consistent with the suggestion of Lucovsky et a l 
(1976) that Coulomb forces are important in the lattice dYl13.mics of these 
milterials. We may naively expect the Coulomb interaction to be mor e 
importa nt in the sulphide than the selenide due to it s great e r ionicity. 
Con sidering short-range forces together with effective char~es on the 
m~ tal and ligand atoms would no doubt improve the fit to experiment but 
~,l~c h a calculation lies outside our approach. The trend of s maller 
force constants for the selenide, as revealed by our fitting proceedure, 
-; ; consi s tent with the stronger bonding expected in the sulphid e . 
Havi ng fitted the zone-centr e modes of the tin dicha lcogc nides, 
CR n we now id ent ify which force s arc responsible for the observed phonon 
a nisotropics in the se materials? We may expect the M-L central force to 
det e rmine the gross features of the dipersion but it does not contribute 
to the dif ferences in frequency bebwen the modes parallel and perpendicular 
to the ba sal plane. Equations 7.4,.2 indicate that the M-L--t-i bond bending 
force s produce the anisotropy loJhereus the L-L inter-sandwich forces 
c on t ri~lte to the difference betwe e n the Raman and IR frequencies, acting 
i n t he opposite sense to the differing effective mass es for the 
vi bra ti or;.s . 'ThE: greater importanc~ of the H-L-M bond bending forces 
C ORP - red to the corresponding L-M- L force can be qualitatively justified 
by conside ring the bond-charges of the M-L bonds. These wil l be nearer 
. thE more e lectronegative ligands, producing comparatively large restoring 
for ces ,.;hen the lvl-L-l'i bond angles are modified. 
A more sophisticated calcula tion of the vibrational properties of 
t hc Ge materials ah'aits the experimental measurement of their phonon 
d ispersion rela tions. 
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CHAPTER EIGH'r CONCLUSION 
8.1 SUfJftJfARY 
We have see n how the vibrational spectra of model s tructures 
approRiate to disordered solids such as a -Ge, a-As and a-Se CRn be 
calculated using the Recursion method. Calculations using simple force 
constant schemes revealed dependince of the DOVS on topologica l di sorde r , 
angul Ar distortions and inter-molecular separations. The r e s ulL s 
provided information on the structures and characteristic vibrational 
properties of th8se material s And the predictions of earlier workers were 
ve rified and extended. Comparison of the calculated spe ctra with 
experimental data also indica ted that the effects of force cons tant 
var ia tions and anharmonicity are nOBligable if only intra-molecular forc es 
are considered. The most important effects arise from variaLions in the 
directions of the inter-ato~ic forces, the connectivity and the inter-
mol ~ cular dista nces. The principal result i s a s moothing of the 
cOJTelc;ponding crystalline density of st,'Jtes, the genera l form of thp DOVS 
be l.nc preserved in the disordered phase along with the characteristic 
local order. Similar short-range force const9nt models also proved useful 
in iden t i fying those forces chiefly responsible for the observed 
an i sotropies in the optically-a~tive zone-centre modes of the layer 
compounds SnS2 and SnSe 2 " 
In Chapters 5 and 6 we con s idered rather more realistic models of 
both the vihrational and electronic behaviour of ~-Ge" Figures 5.7 a~d 
6.5 respectively show how the modifications to the crytalline DOVS are 
de termined by the angular distortions of the model structure whereas the 
modifications to the c r y s talline VBDOS are determined by the topology 
of the eRN. This very important distinction can be naively attributed 
to the vector na ture of interatomic forces compared to the scalar nature 
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of Ha mjltonian matrix elements. The differences between the re s ults 
of the Born and BCM dynamical model calcu18tions for a-Ce have important 
consequences for further applications of the method. It appears that 
in future we must be very cautious in interpreting the results of simple 
model calculations of the vibrational spectra of disordered solids . 
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8.2 VALIDITY OF OUR APPROACH 
Trw compari s ons of our Re curs ion re s ults wi th those of r e ciprocal 
spuc e calculat ions have gene rally been rather good, s ee fo r 0xam plc 
Filjure 5.4. The s tandard of agr'cerncnt can be improved by increas ing 
the nurnber of moments of the vibrational s pectra calculat ed exactly, 
in ot hpr words calculating rnore levels of the continued fraction e xpa nsion 
in l arge r cluster s. The computational effort, however, inc r ease s in 
propor t ion to both the numbe r of levels and the clust e r s ize. Our 
exper ie nce suggests that CRN models of about 500 atoms are likely to 
Cive the be s t result s for the computational effort requi red. 
Ou r policy of neglecting force cons bant varia tions with c ha nges in 
bond l engths a nd angles has been s ucce s sful so for, however we would expect 
t his to become a major problem in some future a pplinca tions. For e xampl.e, 
more r e liable calculations of the DOVS appropiate to a -As And a-Se will 
Y'(: Cl uir8 reali s tic modelling of the variations of inter-moleculCl l' forces 
wi t h v8ry i ng laye r and chain s epara tions r e spectively. 
LODr; - ra nge Cou-[ omb forc es CCJ nnot be inc orpor at ed in to our schp. me . 
In 'Ii (! be r ' .'.> BCil1 fo r c-Ge, hov/ e ve r, the important Coulomb forc es CA. n ~) e 
[ic: ·; orbed into the :;hort- ranc;'~ f or ce s and s o the model C3n be jncorporate:d 
i nt o our ca lcula t i on. Thi ~ mayor ma y not curry over into the r eali s tic 
models of the phonon dispersi on in othe r such crys t a ls. The da ngers 
of making do with s imple dynamica l models have be en highlight ed by our 
ca !cul.a tions for a-Ge. 
In s umma ry then, our approach ha s been succes sful so fa r; it rema ins 
t o be seen whether or not it can be satisfactorily applied to more 
compJ E> x sys tems such HS a-1\.s or a-Se with equal succ e ss. 
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8. :5 FURTHER VIORK 
, 
Our calculations of t~e vibr~ ti onal spectra of disordered solids 
a ~ e entirely dep e ndl n t on thp avail a bility of suitable dynamical and 
s t c')lctu:rol models. A suitable dynamical model consists of only .short-
~' : \ n C; t~ interactions and gives a reliable description of the phonon 
di spe r s ion in the corresponding crystalline material; simple Born-like 
:;c: tl c'me s are to be avoided, as illustrated by our experience \"i t h a-Gee 
Thu s , more de ta iled calculations for s tructural models of A-As and a-So 
s h n~] , d be preceeded by the devplopment of dynamical models as successful 
f o r' l' ho!llboh(,dral A~3 and tdgon,'} ' Se as the adiabatic BCM ha s bepn for 
Grr:'up IV ?no. ITI-V crys tals. It is frustrating that the phonon dispersion 
of rho mbohedral A~ ha s not been measured, although results fo r Sb 
(:";h;JCp :lnd yliu'mi ng 1971) i'lnd Bi (i'fa. cfar13 ne 197'1) have appe;)red in the 
1 i t ,,~ ra ture. In contra s t, the d:L:"persion in trigonal Se and Te has been 
(f,(',' l: ; \l !' p d y e t no dynamica l model has been devised to reproduce the more 
;' d~ , t. l ( : f ea tures of the vibrCltional hphaviour. 'de \olould exnect a 
:c lJ (; r:: ( ' ~,~ , [ 1\ 1 mode l to rr: fl e ct thc: diG tortions from the simple cubic 
;; - r1 Jc t lu'e "n the Group VI elements (S-Se-Te-Po) and to incorporate the 
:: ri' P C\-,I; of [,he lone-p,"lir o::--bital.s, which seem to hove: cignifico.nt bearing 
on t ); c pro pe rtief3 of the lie;hter elprnent,s of the Group (see Robe r' tson 
19}G). Only when such models are available can definitive calcula tions 
of the vib r'ational spectra a ppropiate to the amorphous forms be attempted 
using the Recursion method. 
Amorphous compounds and alloy systems presenE further problems in 
r 
t.h.'Jt t~cir crystalline counterp;)Y'ts may not exist and approPAia te dyna mical 
rnartels arp f a r less likely to have been developed. From our experience 
with a-Ge, Re cursion DOVS calculations with Born-like forces may well 
be very mi s l eading. In such ca s es it seems that the 'molecular' npproRch 
of IJucolJsky et a l (Coee Lucovsky ond }brtin 1972, Lucovsky and KnighU; 
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1974, Ncmanich,Solin nnd LUCOVGky 1977) will prove th e most economica l. 
'l'h:is appro~ch involve s the con::;ideration of the normal modes of typical 
structural units or 'molecules', Huch as G0 5 and GeSe4 molecules in the 
cases of a-Ge and a -GeSe2 respectively_ Assuming the DOVS to be a 
br oadened normal mode spectrum of the appr opiate molecule(s) provides 
ins i ght into the typica l normal mode character within the DOVS and is 
equally applicable to elemental, compound a nd alloy systems. 
As for experimental da ta, more vibrational spectra need to be 
measured directly by inelastic neutron s~attering experiments. These 
experiment s are very difficult to perform in that the results are 
c omplicated by multiple scattering effec ts . At large transfer wave -vectors, 
hm,ever, the scattering .s pect r um cor,e :_;ponds to the DOVS wit. hout the 
complications of matrix element effects present in IR and R.qmnn spect rA. 
(see Axe et a l 1974, Alben et. a1 1975). Result.s for a-Ge and a-Se 
ni 'V be available soon. IR and Raman spe ct. ra are simple r to measure 
and are correspondingly more plentiful. However they are complicated 
by t hp f{'efluency-depend~nce of the radin ti on/vibrati on coupling, GO 
tI l;; development of oj suit.able dynamica l mod el mu st. preceed that of a 
r(~1i.:l ble de script. ion of the coupling mechanisms. IR and Raman spect.ra 
;,r e discussed further in Sect.ion 8.4. 
Although reliable vibratio~~l spe ctra of am orphou s solids are 
:; L pY'(~ Gc nt difficult. to bot.h calcula t e and measu re, t.his is no t the 
C i{~,(~ f or' elect.ronic den s ities of s tates . Electronic spectra can be 
com p<lra ti ve ly easily mea s ured by UPS/XPS and opt.ical means and reliably 
calculate d for different structures using t.he tight-binding approA.ch 
(see Ch~pt.er 6 and Robertson 1975a). Our experi ence therefore s uggest.s 
that more s t.ruct.ura l informa tion can be deduced from the comparison 
of e l ectronic calculations wit.h experimental data, particularly in 
'.'i c ',1 of the t opological dependa~ce of the VEDOS seen in Chap t.er 6. 
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1974 , Nemanich,Solin and Lucov:=;ky '1977) \1ill prove the most economical. 
'l'his ().pproDch inv olves the cons id eration of the normal modes of typicaJ 
s t r uctu ral unit s or 'mole cules ', Huch as Ge 5 and GeSe4 mol ecules in the 
cases of a -Ge and a-GeSe 2 respectively. Assuming the DOVS to be a 
broadened norrnill mode spectrum of the appropiate molecllle(,s) provides 
ins i g ht into the typical normal mode character within the DOVS and is 
equal l y applicable to eJemental, compound and alloy syst ems. 
As for experimental data, more vibrational spectra ne ed to be 
measur ed directly by inelast ic neutron scattering experiments. These 
e,.~perimenU) are very difficult to perform i n that the results are 
complicated by multiple scattering e ffects. At l arge tran s fer wave -vectors, 
hOh'(,ver, the scat tering spec trum corce sponds to the DOVS \,! it h(lut the 
complica t ions of matrix element effect s present in IR and Raman spectra 
( se'~ Axe et al 1974, Alben et al 1975). Results for a - Ge and a-Se 
mDY be availa ble soon. IR and Raman spectra a r e simpler to measure 
and are correspondingly more plentiful. However they a re complicated 
by the frequency-dependlnce of the r adia tion/vibration coupling, so 
til' development of CJ. suitable dynami cal model must preceed tha t of a 
rC' li.ilbl e dc~-; cription of the coupling mechanisms. IR and Ha miln spectra 
;, [,(.' dic;c ussed f urther in Section 8.4. 
Although reliable vibratio~al spec tra of amorphous solids a r e 
,'J t pn: scnt difficult to both calculate and mea s ure, this i s not the 
cn::;e for e l ec tronic densities of state ~) . Electronic spectra can be 
compF.lra ti'lely easily measured by UPS/XPS and opti ca l mean~3 and re liab l y 
cn]culat ed f or different s tructures using the tight-binding approach 
(',,('8 Chnpt er 6 Clnd Robertson 1975a ) . Our experience therefore suggests 
t haI; more structural information ca n be deduced from the comparison 
of e lectroni c ca lculations with experimental data, particularly in 
vi e .'1 of the topologica l dependance of the VBDOS seen in Cha pter 6. 
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8.4 IR AND RfJJ.1AN SPECTRA 
Although no calculations of IR ~nd R!lrnan spectra huve been 
prese nt ed in thi.G thesis, .such cnlculati.oll.s are pOc3f;ible with the 
Recursion method. In this fin[ll section \1e outline the required 
modjfications to the DOVS calcul~tion and briefly discuss the viability 
of the calculation of IR and wIman s pectra. 
~ 
To evaluate the vibrational spectrum of a cluter projected onto 
~ he displacement of atom i in the direction a, we have used the identity 
1.4.1 to compute the local DOVS defined by 
(8 .4 .1 ) 
'N·;,"?r€' .An and \ n> are the eigenvalue and eigenvector of the nth norm[~l 
mode respectj.vely and Iv) is the i ~i tial vector of the tridiaGonal 
) ;\:"'; i s (:::1 ieL'> in the notation of Section 1.4). IR and F.rl.mCln spectra 
ca~ a lso be generated by choosing the starting vector Iv) in the 
appropiate manner. 
The first-order IR spectrum is generated by choosing IV) such that 
(8.4.2) 
'd he r e E: i" the {lolarisa tion vector of the light and g;J. iG thl'! dipole 
mome nt associated with the displacement of atom i in direction a. Thus 
') 
<-nl vy- gi ves the relative contribution of each mode to the IR GPcctrum 
and IR(~)oc N(\). Choosing a model of the IR coupling determineG the 
d ependance of the dipole moment on the atomic motions. Ideally this 
Ghould be derived from the electron density response to the atom motions, 
but such a calculation is prohibitive. Simple models of the IR activity 
mus t be devised; for example Alben et al (1975) and Beeman and Alben 
II 
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(1 977) have assumed IR coupli li [i .to the d i pole arising fr om the motion 
.)1' chcu 'Ce from compressed to cxtc;)ded bonds. 
To g OD rate a first - order RAm3li spe ct r um Iv) is chosen to be the 
vector of displa ceme nt induced pol~ri sability ; 
w1:-, ~re E a nd £ are the polarisatioll vectors of the incident and 
-I -'I. 
sca t t ered light and~, is the change j.n the polarisability t ensor 
-la ~ 
du p to a dis pla cemen t of i along a . T~lS the Raman int ensi ty is 
IL oportional to N(.>..) . (See Beeman and Albe n 197'7). Agair; the form 
of t he induced polarisnbility tenso r Q. is mode l dependant; Alben et 81 
-),0'. 
use d a combination of contributions from individual bonds in thei r 
eRN caJ.culations . 
Thus , co.lcula t ions of IR alld Raman spe ct ra aTe in pr i r;ciplc possible 
'til t h t.l e Recu n:; ion method but suitable models for both the dyn;!mics and 
th e coupling mechanisms must be developed. Calculations for a - Ge , a-As 
~ l nd a-Se presented by Alben and co-wor kers for simpJe dyn<'l mica l a nd 
1:,\ a.nd Ra ma.;t coupling sch:!me.s have been reasonably succes:o;ful but 
t h .y mu s t he very carefully interpreted in view of the r esults prese nted 
~~ t hi s the sis . Perhaps a more economical approach in view of the 
corn le :<"it ies of the problem is that of deriving the coupl ine; as a 
f 'J!lc t ion of f.c (~q uency by cornpari son of the e xperimental IR or Raman 
eli tn wit !": the DOVS ontained either by experiment (see Lannin 1976) or 
by ca lcula ti on (see Cha pter 5). 
I , 
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APPErmIX 1.4 
In this Appendix .. Ie present a flOl~-diDgram of the Recurs i on me thod 
COlnpute r calculations. Specifications and listings of FORTRAN programs 
a nd s uhrouti.nes designed for general use can be obtained from C.M.H. Nex, 
TCM Group, Cavendish Laborotary. 
SAGE 2 
li~})UT"'> Cluster coordinates &: Neighbour map 
Compute blocks of Dynamical matrix; 
• index in int e r a ction map 
Set up initial vector of tridi agonal basis 
Compute cont i nued fraction coe fficients using 
Recursion a Jgorithm 
OUTPUT=> Continued fraction coefficients 
INPUT=> N sets of continued fraction coefficients 
OUTPUT=> Compute resultant set of coefficients 
STAG E 3 
INPUT=> Resultant set of coefficients 
?ompute DOVS on grid of 100-200 points 
OUTPUT=> Tabulate and/or plot DOVS 
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PPENDIX 3 .2 
Th ~ 6x6 dynamica l matri x ~ at the point k=(k ,k ) fo r a si ng l e 
- -- x y 
l:1ye r of rhombohedral As \,'ith bond 5tre tc hi nG and bending force constants 
a And b is listed be lOloJ. rThe real and imaginary parts of the element 
D . . are given by DR(i ,j) and DI(i,j) respectively; since D is He rmitia n l J 
only th2 nO:1- zero elements of the Im-Ie r tri angle are given. A,B a nd C 
a r e given by e quation 3 52.4 j KX=Ak 
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The matrices ~(6x6), ~(12x12) and £( 6x12) of the SR BCM eigenproblem 
- e listed be lm'. The real and imaginary parts are AR/AI, BR/Bl and 
CI~/CI respectively; s ince 6, and ~ are He rmitian only their lower triangles 
are g i ven? C is given ill full. Only non- zero elements are given . The 
for ce constants are denoted by a ,b,c and d; KX=2ak , KY=2a k , !{Z=2ak • 
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P,I'FE: DI X 7.4-
The non-zero e l eme nts of the l ower t r i a ngle of the He rmitian matrix 
D for the 2H-CdI2 s tructure a r e listed be l ow in the usual ma nne r. The 
force cons tants are a,band c; A1'1ASS a nd BNASS are the metal and liga nd 
a t om masses respectively; KX::;J,Ak ~ KY=~I3Ak I KZ=Ck • 
~ x x z 
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